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Section 1: Project Summary
1.1

Project Title:

Enhanced Frequency Control Capability
1.2

Funding Licensee:

National Grid Electricity Transmission
1.3

Project Summary:

Meeting UK carbon reduction targets will result in a significant increase in the volume
of renewables. This will reduce system inertia, giving rise to an increase in the
volume and speed of frequency response requirements. Under existing arrangements
this increased response requirement is anticipated to see the cost of controlling
frequency increase by £200m-£250m per annum by 2020. To mitigate this increase
in cost to the end consumer it will be necessary to develop new, significantly faster
response solutions utilising renewables, demand side resources, and other new
technologies in a coordinated manner. The successful implementation of this project
can result in savings of £150m-£200m per annum by 2020.
The objective of this project is to develop and demonstrate an innovative new
monitoring and control system which will obtain accurate frequency data at a regional
level, calculate the required rate and volume of very fast response and then enable
the initiation of this required response. This system will then be used to demonstrate
the viability of obtaining rapid response from new technologies such as solar PV,
storage and wind farms. The new system will also be used to demonstrate the
coordination of fast response from demand side resources (DSR), and fast start up
from thermal power plants. Utilising the output of this trial, a fully optimised and
coordinated model will be developed which ensures the appropriate mix of response is
utilised. This will support the development of an appropriate commercial framework
prior to full roll out.
New generation technologies are required to facilitate the carbon agenda. EFCC will
enable these to contribute to resolving the challenges associated with the change in
the generation mix, without imposing increased risk on the security of the system.
This will provide commercial incentives and ensure these new technologies can
effectively compete with existing technologies in the ancillary service market. There is
no provision for trialling the EFCC concept as business as usual.
1.4 Funding
1.4.1 NIC Funding Request (£k): £6,911
1.4.2 Network Licensee Compulsory Contribution (£k): £823
1.4.3 Network Licensee Extra Contribution (£k):
1.4.4 External Funding - excluding from NICs/LCNF (£k): £1,412
1.4.5 Total Project cost (£k): £9,344
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Section 1: Project Summary continued
1.5 Cross industry ventures: If your Project is one part of a wider cross
industry venture please complete the following section. A cross industry
venture consists of two or more Projects which are interlinked with one
Project requesting funding from the Electricity Network Innovation
Competition (NIC) and the other Project(s) applying for funding from the Gas
NIC and/or Low Carbon Networks (LCN) Fund.
1.5.1 Funding requested from the LCN Fund or Gas NIC (£k, please state
which other competition): N/A
1.5.2 Please confirm if the Electricity NIC Project could proceed in absence
of funding being awarded for the LCN Fund or Gas NIC Project:
YES – the Project would proceed in the absence of funding for the
interlinked Project
NO – the Project would not proceed in the absence of funding for the
interlinked Project
1.6

List of Project Partners, External Funders and Project Supporters:

Project partners
 Alstom - Technology provider - Contribution £450k
 Belectric - Battery storage and PV power plant response - Contribution £349k
 Centrica - Wind and large-scale thermal response - Contribution £37k
 Flexitricity - Demand side response provider - Contribution £285k
 The Universities of Manchester and Strathclyde - Academic partners Contribution £290k
Project supporters
SP Energy Networks, Western Power Distribution, Ecole Polytechnique Federale De
Lausanne, Technische Universitat Dortmund, Idaho Power, Quanta Technology

1.7 Timescale
1.7.1 Project Start Date:
January 2015

1.7.2 Project End Date:
March 2018

1.8 Project Manager Contact Details
1.8.1 Contact Name & Job Title:
Dr. Vandad Hamidi
SMARTer System Performance Manager
1.8.2 Email & Telephone Number:
Vandad.Hamidi@Nationalgrid.com
+44-(0)7962-827267

1.8.3 Contact Address:
B3 – Network Strategy – Transmission
Network Services
National Grid House – Warwick
Technology Park – Gallows Hill
Warwick – CV34 6DA
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Section 2: Project Description
This section should be between 8 and 10 pages.
2.1 Aims and Objectives
2.1.1 The problem which needs to be resolved
The concepts and problems presented here are explained in more detail in Appendix 5,
Detailed Project Description.
The Great Britain (GB) electricity system is undergoing huge change, with decarbonisation
resulting in increasing volumes of renewable and small-scale generation. One of the key
areas challenges resulting from this is the impact on the ability to control system frequency
[1, 2].
System frequency is a measure of balance between electrical power generated and
consumed. The system frequency in the UK is 50Hz. The bands of frequency variation and
response timeframes are shown in Figure 2.1. Frequency drops after the in-feed loss but
then recovers as response is brought on.

Figure 2.1 – System Frequency Limits

Significant deviations in frequency can affect the whole power system and, in the worst
case, result in cascading events leading to partial or total system blackout. Figure 2.2 shows
an event in 2008 during which the cascading loss of generation resulted in undesirable
demand disconnection. The cost of managing this event was £12m.

Figure 2.2 – Real Example of System Frequency Deviation and Undesirable Demand
Disconnection in May 2008

To achieve stable system frequency, National Grid ensures that sufficient generation and /
or demand is held in automatic readiness to manage all credible circumstances that might
result in frequency variations.
[1] Chapter 5 (System Operation) - Electricity Ten Year Statement 2013, National Grid November 2013.
[2] System Operability Framework (SOF) – National Grid – July 2014
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System inertia
Traditionally, an important natural aid in achieving frequency stability has been system
inertia. This is provided largely by thermal power plants, which use rotating synchronous
generators.
Renewable units, notably converter-connected wind turbines and solar PV, do not provide
inertia. As a result of this, as the level of renewable generation and interconnection
connected to the system increases there will be a corresponding decrease in the level of
system inertia and therefore frequency behaviour following system events will be more
dynamic than is presently the case.
System inertia will become increasingly variable over time, and will not be uniform across
the grid. EFCC will address overall inertia change and geographic variations.
The impact of reduced/variable system inertia
We discuss the impact of reduced system inertia, and the corresponding increase in costs,
in Section 3, Business Case. The key impact will be that frequency will change more quickly
following an event. A greater volume of response will required to arrest frequency
decline.
This increased level of response brings a significant increase in costs. Response
forecasts suggest that the cost of managing the system will increase to around £200m£250m in 2020. These figures are explained and justified in Section 3, Business Case and
Appendix 6, Cost Benefit Analysis.
In summary, ensuring system frequency stability under conditions of low system inertia
requires a large volume of normal (slow) response. This is the business-as-usual
approach, outlined below in Figure 2.3, and response will be provided largely by thermal
generation units. This approach will become increasingly expensive and will have a
significant and negative effect on the UK’s carbon and environmental targets.
Increase in
renewable energy

Reduced
system
inertia

Higher
RoCoF

More
response
required

Increase in
costs and
CO2

Figure 2.3 – Summary of business as usual approach

We propose here an alternative approach, outlined below in Figure 2.4. EFCC provides a
smaller volume of rapid response which can act very quickly after a system event. This
offers significant cost savings and environmental benefits.
Increase in
renewable energy

Reduced
system
inertia

Higher
RoCoF

Faster,
smarter
response

Costs and
CO2
controlled

Figure 2.4 – Summary of EFCC approach

We develop these arguments further in Section 3, Business Case, and Section 4, Evaluation
Criteria. There are a number of further problems related to high levels of RoCoF, which
we explain further in Appendix 5.
2.1.2 The methods being trialled
Current response planning methods are largely based on the historic electricity supply
delivered largely by thermal power plants with high inertia. To reflect the reality of the
modern GB electricity system, EFCC will trial a method of monitoring and instructing
response from a range of resources: Demand Side Response (DSR); Large-scale, thermal
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generation; PV power plants (solar); Energy storage; and wind power.
A new Monitoring and Control System (MCS) will be developed and used, alongside existing
and additional Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs), to monitor the electricity system and
instruct response from these resources as required. This response will use local and widearea frequency, phase angle and RoCoF to initiate the appropriate frequency response.
The methods being trialled will enable the development of new balancing services and
additional response capability in the grid. These will mitigate the reduction of system inertia
and allow effective management of system frequency.
2.1.3 The Development or Demonstration being undertaken
There are three streams of development and demonstration being undertaken. These
streams will largely run simultaneously, with a high level of interaction as all partners work
together.

Stream 1

Stream 2

Stream 3

Development of Monitoring
and Control System

Demonstrations of frequency
response capability

Coordination of the frequency
response

Figure 2.5 – Outline of Streams

Stream 1
Development of a new Monitoring and Control System (MCS) capable of initiating frequency
response in proportion to the rate of change of frequency at a regional level. Alstom will
develop this technology, working closely with our other partners.
This stream is explained further in Appendix 5, Detailed Project Description and Appendix
10, Wide Area Frequency Control. Currently, most response is based on the absolute level of
frequency. Corrective responses are initiated automatically as frequency crosses certain
thresholds. However, the conventional approach has inherent delays to avoid spurious
triggering and over-response.
The MCS will make use of local and wide-area frequency, angle and RoCoF to trigger a
response as early as possible after an event, without spurious triggering. It will concentrate
the response close to the region of the disturbance source, such that the extent of the
system disturbance is minimised. The response will be proportionate to the disturbance,
using frequency and RoCoF to define the extent of response required. This approach is
designed to be self-limiting and not over-respond. The MCS will include facilities to coordinate both fast-acting short-term response and slower-acting services, and will interact
with local control where appropriate. The MCS will be demonstrated with its control actions
in the Strathclyde Power Networks Demonstration Centre (PNDC) and/or in a Hardware-inthe-Loop environment, and also to the extent feasible in the real power system.
The MCS demonstration will continue through the project, observing and logging control
actions over an extended period. A performance review will be carried out, identifying
improvements and further infrastructure requirements for prospective roll-out.
Stream 2
We will demonstrate the frequency response capability of the selected response providers
(partners) and connect with the newly-developed MCS.
The developed MCS will be used to record measurements from the electricity system and
instruct response from distribution- and transmission-connected providers listed in 2.1.2.
The characteristics of different forms of response will be investigated and demonstrated.
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One type of response, for example, may provide a very fast but short response, whereas
another may be slower but longer lasting. Testing and understanding the capabilities of
different providers is a key aspect of the project. This will be ensured through extensive
system studies focused on different scenarios and dynamic properties of different providers.
Streams 1 and 2 will be started in parallel, and partners will collaborate to ensure that the
MCS and response provision are co-ordinated.
Stream 3
Demonstration of the coordination of the frequency response from different providers.
Having assessed the capabilities of different response providers individually during Stream
2, we will demonstrate how they can be coordinated to provide an optimal response to
system events. This optimisation will build on the results of Stream 2. We will optimise the
response in order to provide the most economic and efficient rapid frequency response
under different system conditions. The reliability of the proposed control strategy must also
be assessed, due to the key role this fast response must play in ensuring the stability of
power systems in a low carbon future. This activity will lead to the development of a new
service for rolling out EFCC as business as usual.
2.1.4 The Solution which will be enabled by solving the problem
EFCC will enable the provision of new frequency response from a range of technologies.
The response capabilities of these technologies are not currently being fully harnessed, if at
all. As the amount of renewables connected to the GB electricity system increases it is vital
that renewables and other resources are able to contribute to system stability.
A key deliverable of the solution is the development of a commercially viable balancing
service. This will define a commercial framework for response from different resources,
allowing such technologies to access the response market. This will provide an important
new revenue source for renewables and a vital new tool for National Grid as we continue to
manage the GB system. Through diversifying the rapid frequency response market, EFCC
will also enable a more economic and efficient way of delivering system requirements.
EFCC is a vital step in preparing for a future electricity system in which a large proportion
of generation is provided by renewable sources.
2.2 Technical description of the project
This section provides a technical description of the project, broken down into work
packages (WPs). For each WP the innovation being delivered is highlighted. A more detailed
technical description is included as Appendix 5. The work packages are outlined in Figure
2.6 below.

WP1
Monitoring and
Control System

WP2
Assessment
of Response

WP3
Optimisation

WP4
Validation

WP5
Dissemination

WP6
Commercial

WP7
Communication

WP2.1 - DSR
WP2.2 - Largescale generation
WP2.3 - PV
power plant
WP2.4 - Storage
WP2.5 Wind

Figure 2.6 – Outline of work packages
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WP1 – Monitoring and Control System
Central to this project is the development of an innovative Monitoring and Control System
(MCS) that will monitor the transmission and distribution networks at a regional level and
instruct response from a range of resources. We have engaged Alstom as a partner on this
project and they will supply this technology.
This MCS will use available and additional phasor measurement units (PMUs) to monitor the
network and a central control agent to instruct response from the frequency service
providers. A control platform will be developed for the project, and deployed as a
demonstration system. The system will interface with the service providers and
communicate control signals to them.
Purpose


Develop an MCS to measure regional frequency, angle and RoCoF, and instruct a
proportionate response with regional prioritisation

Innovation


A world-first grid scale frequency response service taking advantage of nonconventional resource capability



Fast real-time triggering of frequency response service using wide area signals



Instructing a response proportional to the triggering disturbance, without the
inherent delays in conventional frequency response



Co-ordination of diverse frequency response capabilities and providers, including
short-term fast-acting and long-term slower response, thus facilitating a more
flexible frequency response service market



The control system will monitor and instruct at a regional level and operate across
both the transmission and distribution networks

WP2 – Assessment of the response of different providers
The frequency control resources will be trialled in order to measure the response
capabilities, such as the speed of response, time sustained, and predictability. Both local
control and external input mechanisms will be investigated.
WP2.1 – DSR
DSR resources will be assessed with local and external control in order to test and
demonstrate response.
Purpose


Develop and demonstrate the operation of real industrial and commercial aggregated
DSR resources to support system inertia in a variety of categories, potentially
including:
o

RoCoF control – DSR assets providing rapid deloading to the network in
response to signals corresponding to high rate of change of frequency

o

Simulated/synthetic inertia – assets providing autonomous increases and
decreases in consumption using variable speed drives in a manner analogous
to real inertia

o

Real inertia – synchronising additional small generation and load at times of
low demand in order to add real rotating mass in aggregated form
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Innovation


DSR resources will provide new categories of fast response services



The potential contribution of individual assets, and the scalability of that contribution
through aggregation, will be quantified



Challenges associated with simulated inertia, RoCoF and aggregated inertia will be
identified and potential solutions investigated



The best match between the different DSR resource types and the different ways in
which they can provide EFCC will be identified



Economic and technically feasible means of deploying DSR for EFCC purposes will be
clarified through testing and modelling

WP2.2 – Large-scale generation
Following upgrades, both South Humber Bank-2 and Langage power stations will have much
wider operating envelopes than previously available. This will enable them to provide key
services to National Grid.
Purpose


To demonstrate that large-scale generation (CCGTs) can respond to RoCoF
input/signal. This response could be proportional, possibly with a dead band and/or a
wide-area un-blocking signal, to RoCoF. The possibility may exist for a block
response triggered when a given RoCoF is exceeded or a central instruction issued.
The RoCoF-triggered response should be available across a range of loading points.

Innovation


This project will involve modifying the CCGT DCS to respond to machine speed,
which is not currently the case. This is considered the optimal way of measuring rate
of change of frequency for a synchronous generator.

WP2.3 –PV power plant
The capabilities of solar PV resources will be tested and demonstrated with local and
external control.
Purpose


Demonstrate an output power curtailment in accordance with frequency and/or by
direct communication with the NETSO



Demonstrate a positive frequency response by operating the power plant below MPP
and reserving the difference to frequency response



Demonstrate the provision of reactive power for the purpose of voltage stabilisation
control, e.g. to enable fast power swing without voltage violation

Innovation


Implementing a continuous relation between grid frequency and power



Operating a PV power plant outside the usual MPP, thus realising a possible positive
frequency response by providing positive reserve power



Provision of reactive power to support accelerate power ramping
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WP2.4 – Storage
The capabilities of storage resources will be tested and demonstrated with local and
external control.
The trial of battery storage in WP2.4 represents a significant proportion of the project costs.
In order to ensure EFCC represents the best possible value for consumers we have included
a Decision Point ahead of any expenditure. Prior to this Decision Point National Grid will
carry out further investigation into existing battery storage facilities in the UK and across
the world. These investigations will consider both technical and commercial factors and
determine if existing facilities can be used within EFCC. Central to the decision will be the
balance of potential learning against the cost to consumers. The final recommendation will
be made by the EFCC Steering Committee and communicated to Ofgem by June 2015.
Purpose


Demonstrate the principle operability of a frequency control battery on the network



Demonstrate different reaction speeds



Demonstrate emulation of rotating generators and their inertia by implementing a
very high response rate (milliseconds or tens of milliseconds)



A direct connection to an external entity (i.e. the NETSO) shall be established, so
definition of working points, response statistics or direct command and control may
be done from a central point outside the unit



Procedures to practically measure and financially account for energy input/output
from a PV plant combined with storage need to be agreed and practically tested

Innovation


First time a battery, based on lead-acid technology (which is significantly cheaper
than Li-ion) will be used as a standalone frequency response unit in GB



Innovative command and control schemes will be implemented that enable the
battery to act similar to rotating machines, providing grid inertia and short-circuit
power capacity, and respond to external control signals



The challenges of incorporating batteries in network regulation (SoC, etc.) and their
advantages will be studied and evaluated



The financial benefits of operating a battery in the plant will be studied and a future
financial compensation policy for battery operation will be outlined.

WP2.5 – Wind
The capabilities of wind farms – Lynn or Inner Dowsing and Lincs - will be tested and
demonstrated with local and external control.
Purpose


To demonstrate that a large, multi-turbine, wind farm can respond to a rate of
change of frequency input and/or an external control signal. The wind farms under
consideration for this project are Lincs and Lynn or Inner Dowsing. Working with
Siemens as OEM, modifications will be required.

Innovation


Wind farms to offer frequency response based on RoCoF signal
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Lynn and Inner Dowsing are not obligated to offer any services to National Grid (as it
is DNO connected). This will give access to innovative services from a new provider



The response output from the wind farms (expected to be around 25% of turbine
capacity) will be tested and demonstrated



Demonstration of the length of time that a response can be sustained

WP3 – Optimisation
The response provided will be optimised. EFCC will trial the coordination of different
response resources in order to provide the optimal response. Our academic partners will
play an important role in this work package by proposing proven and robust supervisory
control strategies for our case, and working with Alstom to further develop and tune the
control implementation. System studies and simulations will be carried out in order to aid in
the proper coordination of the disparate technologies. These studies will reflect the
importance of providing a smooth response and protecting against the threat of improper
coordination or failed instructions, creating by this a second, and possibly more threatening,
disturbance. Studies will also investigate regionality in generation technology and RoCoF.
Purpose


Understand the ways in which the selected resources can be coordinated in order to
provide optimised response



Understanding the requirements of the communication infrastructure necessary to
support the proposed supervisory control strategy from its latency and bandwidth
requirements perspective

Innovation


Coordination of response from selected resources to enable effective response to
rapid changes in frequency, optimised at both a local and national level



A new operation scheme, i.e. Wide Area Control System, which is a typical Smart
Grid application at the transmission system level

WP4 – Validation
All results will be validated to ensure accuracy. Our academic partners will take particular
responsibility during this WP. Anticipated results and simulated performance will be
validated using flexible hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) testing facilities (the largest UK RTDS at
Manchester) and the Power Networks Demonstration Centre (PNDC) in Glasgow, and field
trials at selected locations.
Purpose


To convert the proposed new control schemes into a flexible hardware in the Loop
environment, offering its full testing and assessment. The scheme will be simulated
using RSCAD software for RTDS testing, and tested at the PNDC



Ensure that anticipated and simulated results are accurate



Assist with de-risking of solutions and provide detailed learning of the performance
of individual controllers and wide-area monitoring and control schemes



To enable any in-service issues to be identified and remedied prior to wider roll-out



To be used as an aid in dissemination and demonstration to a wider audience

Innovation
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Validity and accuracy of the solution will be confirmed



Use of extensive HiL and unique testing and demonstration facilities at PNDC



Increase of the confidence in unproven and innovative Smart Grid technology, in this
case a new Wide Area Control System

WP5 – Dissemination
Results and learning from the project will be disseminated to interested parties.
The academic partners will assist significantly in dissemination. A project website, events
and traditional dissemination channels (newsletters, white papers, advertorials, conference
and industry event presentations and journal publications) will all be used. In addition to
these activities, the laboratory and demonstration facilities at both academic institutions will
provide unique opportunities for intensive “hands-on” dissemination to all interested parties
and stakeholders.
Purpose


Ensure that learning from the project can be fully utilised

Innovation


Dissemination of innovative knowledge



Use of academic facilities to provide “hands-on” dissemination

WP6 – Commercial
A new balancing service product, and the value of the response, will be assessed and
defined. National Grid will work with our partners to achieve this. Our academic partners
have particular experience in the economic assessment of the value of services to a power
system operator.
Purpose


Create new balancing service allowing immediate roll out of the enhanced frequency
control capability, and achieving the savings envisaged on frequency response cost

Innovation


A new commercial balancing service will be developed and rolled out



Renewables will have a new source of revenue, encouraging their growth



New technologies such as Solar PV combined with Battery Storage will have new
commercial incentives to provide response to the grid.

WP7 – Communication
We will assess the current technical capabilities of the system in order to understand how
these will affect EFCC. This activity includes:


Defining the compliance process for service entrants



Evaluation of potential upgrades needed to Energy Balancing System (EBS), or
balancing service initiation tools

Purpose


To ensure technical aspects related to roll out of the EFCC is considered in a separate
work package, but in parallel with commercial developments

Innovation
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Fast frequency response is delivered to the grid in a reliable, and cost effective
manner

2.3 Description of design trials
Ensuring the results are statistically sound and sufficiently robust is a priority of EFCC. A
number of processes will be followed in order to achieve this:


A wide range of technologies will be included in the trials. This will allow the project
to capture learning from different response providers.



Trials will be carried out under different system conditions. The GB electricity
network copes with a variety of conditions, including high and low demand. To
capture sufficient data the trials will take place at different times and in different
generation, demand and RoCoF conditions.



The characteristics of the GB electricity network differ by location. Trials will be
carried out in different regions in order to expand the usefulness of the results.



Use of a pre-defined set of trials (e.g. frequency excursions to pre-determined
magnitudes with a range of RoCoF values) will enable the performance of the control
schemes to be fully investigated, demonstrated and disseminated prior to actual field
implementation. Validation and testing will go beyond the anticipated rates of RoCoF
in the future – therefore allowing schemes to be fully validated and effectively
“future proofed”. In addition to the response instructed when frequency deviations
are experienced, the operation of the schemes under other network transients
(voltage perturbations, unbalance, short circuits, harmonic distortion) can also be
tested in an accelerated fashion using hardware-in-the-loop (HiL), Real Time Digital
Simulator, (RTDS) and Power Networks Demonstration Centre (PNDC).

All tests and scenarios will be fully defined in the competed Work Package descriptions in
the project plan.
2.4 Changes since Initial Screening Process (ISP)
The scope of EFCC is largely consistent with the submission for the Initial Screening Process
(ISP). However, the following changes have occurred:


Given the level of preliminary work carried out so far, we intend to start the project
in January 2015



We have removed HVDC links from the list of resource technologies being trialled



The total cost of the project has been revised downwards from £10.3m to £9.3m and
the NIC funding requested has been reduced from £9m to £6.9m

HVDC remains one of the technologies capable of providing fast response. We explored the
potential for inclusion of HVDC in the trials and held discussions with HVDC manufacturers.
We found that the estimated cost for the modifications needed for the trial was high, and
there were additional technical and commercial complications.
Although not part of the trials, we are confident that EFCC will provide the necessary
incentives to allow HVDC links to participate in the frequency control market.
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This section should be between 3 and 6 pages.
3.1 Context
EFCC is focused on meeting the challenges posed by the UK’s carbon reduction targets. As
the generation mix changes to include significantly more renewables, the amount of system
inertia will be reduced. This will result in an increase in the volume of frequency response
required. Without innovative solutions the operating cost is anticipated to increase by
£200m-£250m per annum by 2020.
EFCC will enable response to be provided by a range of technologies (DSR, large-scale
generation, PV power plants, storage and wind).
A monitoring and control system (MCS) will monitor the system and instruct fast,
proportionate response, based on factors including RoCoF, from these technologies. This
fast response will reduce the need for slower, traditional response. This will reduce the
overall response requirement for the grid and result in the development of new commercial
balancing services.
Through reducing the overall level of frequency response required to manage system
frequency, the successful development and implementation of this project may result in a
saving to the end consumer of £150m-£200m per annum.
The cost figures quoted in this section are explained in Appendix 6, Cost Benefit Analysis.
3.2 Overview of the case for EFCC
As increasing amounts of renewables lead to reductions in system inertia, National Grid
faces clear challenges in managing the GB electricity network safely and efficiently.
Our business case for EFCC is based on:


The continued increase in non-synchronous generation connected to the GB
electricity network and the corresponding reduction in system inertia



The subsequent requirement for increasing levels of response to manage frequency
(and the increasing risk that higher RoCoF leads to more frequent loss of load
through under-frequency load shedding)



The significant cost increases resulting from this increased response requirement
and the increasing carbon output

EFCC is suitable for NIC funding for a number of reasons:


Previous NIA/IFI projects, detailed further in Appendix 9, Previous Projects, as well
as substantial in-house work, have established the feasibility of the project



The trial requires new infrastructure to be built for the purpose of the
demonstrations. Additional PMUs will be required and modifications required to the
response technology



The trial involves risks relating to network monitoring and the instruction of
response which could not be included in National Grid’s normal operational activities.
Our primary aim is to deliver electricity safely and reliably; therefore, we cannot
introduce into our operations any techniques or processes which risk our ability to do
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this


There is currently no commercial incentive to encourage grid users to provide very
fast frequency response services; therefore there is no business-as-usual route to
justify investment. Also, there is no international reference case for fast acting
frequency response services

3.3 Previous work
National Grid has carried out significant research into the impact of low inertia on system
frequency. This research has sought to better understand the level of inertia, how it impacts
the system and certain features, such as regionality.
One particular area of research has been the regionality of RoCoF. Following a system
event, RoCoF varies significantly by location. One of the key aims of EFCC is to develop a
system that can respond proportionately to regional RoCoF.
In one study RoCoF measurements at six different PMUs across the network were taken
following system events. Clear differences were seen.
Figure 3.1 below shows frequency levels at different points on the network following a trip
of an IFA interconnector (1,000MW) in 2011.

Figure 3.1 - Investigation into variations of RoCoF at different parts of the network during a
frequency incident

The different levels of frequency recorded by the different PMUs can be seen. It is clear that
the regionality of RoCoF is an important problem for EFCC to consider. Appendix 9 includes
further details of this work.
Related NIA projects have also established the need for EFCC and provided knowledge to
build on. Details of this work and are included in Appendix 9.
National Grid has also performed stakeholder engagement to seek industry’s view on
how to resolve these challenges. National Grid has engaged Distribution Network Operators
(DNOs) via the Energy Networks Association (ENA), supplier and service providers via
commercial services, and universities and research institutes via direct contact over the
course of the last few months proposing this project. This engagement provided assurance
that a sufficient market exists to ensure that the solutions proposed by the project can be
delivered in the most economic and efficient way, delivering value for the consumers. This
process will continue as part of future procurement for this project.
This project will significantly help with facilitating more economic and efficient frequency
control of the GB power system. In addition there are substantial opportunities as part of
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developing this approach for suppliers, demand side aggregators, embedded generators,
and renewable generators. These benefits will ultimately increase the competition, lowering
the cost of delivering the product, by creating more opportunities in the electricity market.
International experience has been called upon to inform EFCC. This has been done
through a number of different forums, such as ENTSO-e working groups, regular bilateral
meetings and as part of the Grid Code Review Panel.
Germany
Germany has a high level of renewables but the system differs significantly from GB, with
AC links with other ENTSO-e members. Inertia is therefore shared across different countries
(the minimum inertia level in mainland Europe is around 2.5 times higher than GB’s current
level of maximum inertia).
However, we discussed the provision of frequency response from Wind and Solar with
Tennet and 50Hertz and how they changed their bidding/procurement timescale to
allow new technologies such as Wind participate in Frequency Reserve Market.
California
The experience of CAISO in studying frequency events and impact on flameout has been
used. We have also engaged with them on generator ramp up/down issues and impact
on the system.
Iceland
We have used Landsnet’s experience since the very early stages of investigating regional
variations of frequency (df/dt) and the impact on the system.
Ireland
We have been in regular discussions (last meeting May 2014) with DS3 work members in
Ireland. In particular, discussions have informed the choice to provide response in
proportion to df/dt and not absolute frequency, our understanding of the challenges
resulting from the provision of response from non-synchronous generation and the costs
associated with not being able to provide a service similar to EFCC (which helped the
validation of our CBA forecast costs).
Denmark
The issues around operation of wind power plant in a system with a very low short circuit
level were also explored with Energinet (Danish TSO).
3.3 Business as usual baseline
We have carried out a thorough cost benefit analysis, a summary of which is included as
Appendix 6. Low system inertia is an increasing problem for National Grid. Increasing
amounts of renewables are connecting to the network and this is forecast to continue.
Table 3.1, below, presents the reduction in system inertia against National Grid’s Slow
Progression and Gone Green scenarios and the increasing RoCoF and response rate
required.
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RoCoF
(Hz/s)

Slow
Progression

Gone Green

Inertia
GW/s

Action Time
(to reach
49.2Hz)

Response
Rate
(MW/s)

0.125*

2013/14

2013/14

360

9

185

0.2

2019/20

2018/19

225

4

400

0.22

2022/23

2019/20

205

3.4

489

0.25

2023/24

2020/21

180

2.4

679

0.3

2024/25

2021/22

150

1.2

1148

Table 3.1 - Future Ramp Rate Requirements with decreasing System Inertia

Ensuring system frequency stability under conditions of low system inertia requires either:


A large volume of non-rapid response which, together, can provide the response
required. This is the business-as-usual approach and response will be provided by
thermal generation units. This will have a significant and negative effect on the UK’s
carbon and environmental targets.



A smaller volume of rapid response which can act very quickly after a system
event. This is the EFCC approach and response will be provided by a range of
resources. This will have a significant positive effect on the UK’s carbon and
environmental targets.

EFCC will allow National Grid to replace a large volume of standard response with a smaller
volume of rapid response.
3.4 Financial benefits of EFCC
EFCC will provide significant financial savings. The base case scenario will see the cost of
response rise by £200m-£250m per annum by 2020. EFCC will mitigate much of this
increase by allowing National Grid to utilise rapid response from a range of technologies.
This rapid response will significantly reduce the overall level of response required.
National Grid has identified and published the future reduction in the level of system inertia
in the Electricity Ten Year Statement. [3]
At present, system frequency is economically and optimally managed by providing the
required level of response for the largest loss. When system inertia is high, a lower level of
response is required. Figure 3.2 shows how the reduction in inertia will feed through into a
greater amount of response being required. In this figure it is shown that such high ramp
rates will be required for a significant proportion of time (i.e. more than 800hrs in just
2020).

[3] ETYS: http://www2.nationalgrid.com/UK/Industry-information/Future-of-Energy/Electricity-ten-yearstatement/Current-statement
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Figure 3.2 - Reduction of System Inertia and Percentage of Time Higher Ramp
Rates are required
To mitigate this challenge, three conventional options may be considered by the system
operator. Here we consider these and compare the annual financial cost with that of EFCC in
2020 (assuming an implementation by 2018):
(a) Constrain the largest generation/demand (including interconnectors) to a level
where conventional solutions can manage the existing system capability
Cost above EFCC: £131m per annum by 2020 (and increasing to £268m in the
following year when the number of large infeeds increases)
Pursuing this option in the long term will be extremely expensive. The extra cost
associated with this (the constraint cost) will be £268m per annum by 2020. Given
the ongoing reduction of system inertia, and corresponding increase in response
requirement, this cost will increase further year by year.
(b) Constraining generators (i.e. synchronise more generators to increase the level of
inertia)
Cost above EFCC: £600m per annum by 2020
By increasing the level of system inertia, the rate of change of frequency will be
slower. The costs associated with this option are calculated based on the extra
payments to synchronous generator to stay synchronised for the number of hours
the service is required.
(c) Increase the volume of response by carrying response on more power stations
Cost above EFCC: £210m per annum by 2020
Increasing the volume of response from conventional frequency response providers
(i.e. power stations) with inherent >2s delays increases the cost significantly. The
cost increase is due to holding more response (and the extra cost associated with
utilisation which will be relatively less). The response requirement as shown in Figure
3.2 will be much higher for a significant period of time by 2020. Assuming a linear
increase in the cost of holding more response (in reality it may increase
exponentially resulting in much higher cost), the cost of frequency response will
increase by an estimated £210m per annum by 2020.
Through developing the new capabilities proposed within EFCC, we aim to provide the
additional measures required to avoid holding larger volumes of response or having to
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constrain generation or demand. This demonstration will also increase the diversity of
response providers, add more competition and bring the incremental cost of controlling
the frequency down.
By eliminating the need for carrying extra response, balancing costs will reduce, resulting in
savings in the region of £150m-£200m per annum for consumers.
3.5 Links to National Grid’s business
EFCC deals with challenges National Grid is facing right now and which will worsen in the
future. As a result, it links directly with our business plan for the next five-to-ten
years.
Operating the GB electricity transmission network safely and efficiently is National Grid’s
primary aim. Dealing with the challenges posed by low system inertia is a priority and was
covered extensively in our November 2013 Electricity Ten Year Statement.
We have already adopted new operational strategies, taking into account the potential
impacts of embedded generator trips as a result of high RoCoF. We are also working
collaboratively with the industry in a joint Grid Code and Distribution Code working group to
find solutions to help reduce this risk in the longer term. Ideas under consideration include
changing the setting of RoCoF relays to a higher level (i.e. to 1Hz/s) in order to avoid the
risk of cascading trip of embedded generators.
National Grid are involved in ongoing consultations with Ofgem and industry stakeholders
regarding the problem of reduced inertia (RoCoF based loss of main, and Frequency Change
after Large Disturbance).
These ideas, however, are not enough to fully mitigate the effects of low system inertia. For
that, innovation and investment are required.
EFCC offers a solution to a problem that is central to National Grid’s current thinking and
forward planning.
3.6 Business plan summary
We believe there is a clear business case for EFCC. The project tackles the problem of
managing the electricity system under increasingly low system inertia conditions. This is a
real problem facing the GB electricity system and dealing with it is a priority for National
Grid. The problems it deals with are largely the result of the increasing amount of
renewables on the GB network, and EFCC will enable the move to renewables to continue.
There are clear environmental benefits to EFCC. The financial benefits are significant
and demonstrable and require action to be taken soon. Any delay in dealing with these
problems will see the related costs escalate. These benefits are explained further in Section
4, Evaluation Criteria. EFCC is linked closely to National Grid’s current business planning.
The project, however involves an innovative, unproven solution and the risks involved mean
that the cost of the project fall outside business-as-usual activities.
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This section should be between 8 and 10 pages.
(A)

Accelerates the development of a low carbon energy sector and/or delivers
environmental benefits whilst having the potential to deliver net financial
benefits to future and/or existing Customers

National Grid is committed to increasing environmental sustainability, supporting the UK’s
transition to a low-carbon economy and reducing our own carbon footprint. As we have
explained in this document, however, the increase in the penetration of renewables creates
significant challenges.
EFCC plays a vital role in allowing us to continue to securely and efficiently run the GB
system as we connect increasing volumes of renewable energy.
EFCC provides a number of environmental benefits:


Low inertia and the related problems threaten to act as a barrier to the high
penetration of low-inertia renewables. EFCC removes this barrier by creating a new
technical approach and market for diversified frequency response services.



Alternatives of must-run constraints for maintaining inertia, and/or large-scale
expansion of reserve requirements are very expensive and have negative environmental
effects. Relying on current techniques will effectively subsidise the operation of old
fossil fuel units by creating a high value market for a service only they can provide.
Without ways of mitigating the effect of low system inertia, some synchronous (thermal)
generation may have to be preferred over some non-synchronous (including solar PV
and wind) generation when National Grid is balancing the GB system.



By contrast EFCC makes use of latent capability of existing plant, and is inherently a
cost-effective solution, avoiding inertia constraints and high frequency reserve costs.



EFCC proposes incentives and mechanisms for all stakeholders (supply and demand)
to deliver cost-effective frequency response services, and receive appropriate financial
reward. This will provide a new market and potential source of revenue for renewables.



New EFCC entrants will make the frequency response market more competitive and
reduce the cost and carbon impact of frequency control methods.



Carbon is further reduced by the ability of thermal plants to run at more efficient
operating modes. EFCC avoids increasing volumes of thermal generation being ran at
inefficient half-load levels in order to provide response.

Successful implementation of EFCC removes the technical challenges facing the grid in
managing the increasing penetration of non-synchronous generation. Existing measures
cannot provide a means of managing the high penetration of wind and solar with regard to
frequency control. EFCC achieves this and uses renewables as a key part of the solution.
Reduction in Carbon
EFCC directly facilitates the Carbon Plan’s key aim of moving to low-carbon electricity
generation: “The Government is committed to dramatically increasing the amount of
renewable electricity generation in the UK. Meeting the 2020 renewables target is likely to
require renewables to provide over 30% of electricity generation in 2020. Making use of
some of the best wind and marine resources in Europe will help to lower emissions and the
demand for fossil fuels.” [4]
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[4] The Carbon Plan, p.79
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/47613/3702-the-carbon-plandelivering-our-low-carbon-future.pdf

For these targets to be met it is vital that renewables can connect to the GB network.
Without EFCC the costs of response will rise significantly as more renewables come online.
The stability of the network will be challenged unless measures are taken, potentially
limiting the amount of renewables that can be connected.
Without emissions curves for individual units, we can only estimate the potential savings in
terms of total response. 20.2 TWh of holding response from conventional generation will be
saved under the Gone Green scenario by 2020/21, and 18.5 TWh under Slow Progression.
We have also investigated the trade-off in carbon benefits between obtaining frequency
control services from renewables and the impact on their output if they are to provide fast
response. This was done as part of Grid Code Working Group GC0022. Other than wind, the
trialled technologies are not required to operate at reduced output. In the case of wind, we
have held discussions with turbine manufacturers and will investigate different approaches
to providing fast response (e.g. Full Converter WTGs allow the power output to remain at
the rated output, and fast response to be provided without de-loading by using stored
energy).
Further details regarding the carbon savings can be found in Appendix 1 (Benefits Table).
Financial Benefits
Section 3, Business Case, and Appendix 6, Cost Benefit Analysis, explain the financial
benefits of EFCC.
(B)

Provides value for money to electricity transmission Customers

EFCC will directly impact on the network and on National Grid’s operations. Low system
inertia is a key challenge we face and it will become an increasingly important problem as
the amount of renewables connected increases.
Dealing with the challenges posed by low system inertia is a priority and was covered
extensively in our November 2013 Electricity Ten Year Statement. We have already adopted
new operational strategies taking it into account and are working collaboratively with the
industry to find solutions to help reduce this risk in the longer term.
EFCC aims to offer a commercially viable balancing service which, when taken up by
response providers, will have a direct impact on our operations. It will provide a new way
for us to manage system frequency and significantly reduce the costs we incur in this area
(as outlined in Section 3, Business Case).
We recognise that we are requesting is a significant amount of money. We believe,
however, that this represents real value for money and the cost of the EFCC project is
entirely appropriate when balanced against the solution offered.
Delivering the project at a competitive cost is a priority and a number of processes are
being employed to ensure this. We have engaged National Grid’s procurement and finance
departments to ensure that best practice is followed and we have engaged as partners all
the key stakeholders in the project. This ensures we fully understand the costs involved in
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implementing EFCC. Our stakeholders have all made significant contributions to the project
and they are committed to ensuring its success.
This project is targeted at improving the electricity network. As such, the main bulk of the
potential benefits of the project will accrue to the electricity transmission network and
then through to National Grid’s customers.
We believe the learning experienced during this project will greatly outweigh the cost. The
cost savings have already been described, and these represent a significant return on the
project investment. The first beneficiary of these cost reductions will be the licensees who
provide grid stability and maintain reserve power. Ultimately, however, the main beneficiary
will be customers.
Savings passed on to Customers
Savings will automatically flow through to customers via the Balancing Services Use of
System charge. The BSUoS charge recovers the cost of day to day operation of the
transmission system. Generators and suppliers (National Grid’s customers) are liable for
these charges, which are calculated daily as a flat tariff across all users. BSUoS charges are
dependent on the balancing actions that we take each day.
Frequency control is one of the key contributors to BSUoS charges, and any savings made
on cost of frequency control reduces the BSUoS charges significantly.
EFCC will reduce the cost of the balancing actions required to manage the system. This
reduction will be reflected in reduced BSUoS charges, and effectively results in reduction of
consumers’ electricity bill.
Identification and Selection of Project Partners
We recognise the importance of engaging partners for a complex project such as EFCC.
Partnerships build cooperation, align aims and encourage successful delivery.
National Grid sought project proposals for EFCC with a view to submitting a developed NIC
proposal. The process began in September 2013, when the priorities for innovation on
design and operation of the transmission system were identified and subsequently published
as part of Electricity Ten Year Statement (ETYS) in November 2013. We began a process of
engagement to gather ideas from our stakeholders and better understand the solutions they
can offer, and then sought agreement across the business on 2014 NIC projects. We
formally invited expressions of interest, requesting from those interested the solutions they
could offer and their level of engagement with EFCC. The publicly available EFCC briefing
note outlined broad issues that National Grid wished to address and the timelines involved.
Expressions of interest, along with qualifying information (proposals for solution description,
relevant experience, project budget proposals, indication of external funding/contribution,
compliance with NIC terms and conditions, etc.), were requested from all interested
candidates within a specified time frame. We received over 20 proposals. We then spoke to
all the interested parties in order to better understand their offers and to clarify their
understanding of EFCC.
National Grid’s innovation team, procurement team, and the SMARTer System Performance
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Manager oversaw the process, which is outlined in Figure 4.1 below.
2013
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2014

Dec

Agreement on
External
Design
Engagement
and
via
Operation
Electricity Ten
Innovation
Year Statement
Priorities
(ETYS)

Jan

Feb

Mar

May

Apr

Jun

Jul

Internal
Agreement
on 2014
NIC
preferred
Topics
Stakeholder
engagement

Project
Partners
Selected

Evaluation criteria
• Price/Contribution
• Organisation/Resource
• Understanding and delivery
• Solution offered

Working with partners on
final proposal

Final Proposal
developed

Figure 4.1 Partner selection and development of EFCC timeline
Rationale for Partner selection
Selecting the correct project partners is crucial to the successful delivery of a complex,
innovative project such as EFCC. By applying the criteria outlined below we were able to
rank the potential partners. We were then extremely pleased to form partnerships with all
of our preferred partners. The partners selected bring extensive experience to EFCC, which
creates more value for consumers and reduces risk.
The proposals were scored against set criteria:


Price/Contribution - Ensuring value for money is a key aim and so we considered
the price of the different offers, along with the level of contribution offered.



Organisation/resources - We rated the reputation and track record of the
organisations interested, along with the expertise of their people. EFCC is a
complex project requiring specialist skills and knowledge and we ensured we
partnered with the best organisations.



Understanding and delivery - We specifically rated interested parties in terms of
their understanding of the project requirements and their ability to deliver on
their ideas. We considered criteria including the level of detail and realism of the
plan, governance processes and willingness to partner.



Solution offered - When assessing the proposed solutions we focused on Ofgem’s
criteria (innovative, low carbon, value for money, customer benefits and
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knowledge sharing) and ensured that all project partners shared these aims.
All partners were selected using this competitive process. No partners were involved in the
preparation of the request for Expressions of Interest. We explain why our partners were
selected and are appropriate for EFCC under (E).
Significant Costs
The project involves a range of technologies and partners, and some of these incur
significant costs. We believe that these costs are fully justified.
Storage – Over £500k is required for one battery unit along with the two inverters (active +
reactive power). With this cost figure the trials will be done on two different sites, each of
them providing 1 MW of power.
Given the significant cost of storage we have included a decision point for its involvement in
this project.
Wind - £300k is included to cover lost output. This figure covers the revenue lost by
allowing trials to be carried out (specifically ROCs and LECs).
DSR - £650k is included for payments to users. This is based on Flexitricity’s experience in
this area and estimates around 12 sites at an average of around £50k up to £100k per site.
(C)

Generates knowledge that can be shared amongst all relevant Network
Licensees

EFCC generates important knowledge that can be shared amongst, and will be of benefit to,
all relevant Network Licensees. The problem of low system inertia is increasing and the
results of the trials, and the solutions offered, will be of great interest to all Network
Licensees.
Some of the key learning aspects of the project include:


Develop an innovative Monitoring and Control System that is able to detect and
distinguish system disturbances and frequency events to trigger reliable response



Understand the fastest reliable approach to detecting a disturbance that merits a
response and the extent to which wide-area signals improve differentiation



Increase understanding of the response capabilities of a range of technologies



Demonstrate that faster frequency response is possible, while identifying
fundamental limitations and improvement opportunities. Modelling will allow full
understanding of the resource capabilities



Demonstrate how different technologies can best be coordinated to provide an
optimised response



Provide guidance and learning around frequency response services



Identify the best infrastructure for frequency control, centralised or decentralised



Demonstrate how to add effective redundancy to control schemes
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Determine the relative benefits of wide-area, local or hybrid control approaches



EFCC will provide capability within the demand side to widen their participation in
grid frequency control.



The integration of the learning of this project into the economic decision making of
operating the system and optimising the balancing services required to run the
system in the most economic and efficient way.



Specific education on the capability of batteries and PV power plants in deliverance
of grid services on different levels.

The learning will benefit Transmission Owners (TOs), Offshore Transmission Owners
(OFTOs) and Distribution Network Operators (DNOs).
TOs will benefit from:


Enhanced system monitoring algorithm proposed as part of EFCC will enable them to
study system behaviour in more detail



Detailed knowledge of new services, which will effectively be delivered by network
users



Network reliability will be improved by unconstrained operation of non-synchronous
generation technologies

OFTOs will benefit from:


Increasing volumes of (non-synchronous) offshore wind will be able to connect to the
GB electricity system

DNOs will benefit from:


Increased understanding of the capabilities of DNO-connected generation assets in
providing frequency response



Different use of common resources (i.e. DSR) by NETSO and DNOs



Better understanding of different control approaches (wide-area or local)

(D)

Is innovative (i.e. not business as usual) and has an unproven business
case where the innovation risk warrants a limited Development or
Demonstration Project to demonstrate its effectiveness

The measures currently available to deal with frequency control are designed to provide a
cost effective way of optimising frequency response in a system with high inertia. EFCC is
an innovative project which deals with the increasing problem of low system inertia.
There is no provision for trialling new services as part of Business-as-usual, particularly
those which require new infrastructure to be built for the purpose of demonstration.
Innovation
Technical:
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Detect a frequency disturbance by measuring the rate of change of frequency at
regional level and distinguish between disturbance or frequency event at very fast
timescale (below 200ms)



Identify the size of loss, the geographical location of loss, and the calculation of
required response in proportion to rate of change of frequency at regional level



Demonstrate instruction of very fast response at regional level based on the method
described above, and ensure reduced level of response cost at the national level



Demonstration of coordinated response between different service providers, and
appropriateness of different control philosophies (df/dt vs absolute frequency)



Demonstration of capability of different service providers to respond to the frequency
response instruction as per the method described above

Commercial:


Development of performance requirements for development of an Enhanced
Frequency Control Capability as a new balancing service



Development of a new service which incentivises the fast response to optimise the
overall volume of response required



Development of a response scheduling programme to use a combination of
conventional services and EFCC

There are various risks associated with trialling new services, such as:
Technical risks


Communication – The monitoring and control system will communicate with the
various response providers. Where rapid response is being provided, the speed,
reliability and accuracy of this communication will be vital.



Measurement quality – Fast-scan measurement of frequency and RoCoF must be
accurate and timely.



Control systems – A new monitoring and control system will be developed and
deployed. This presents clear risks in terms of specifications, reliability of the
technology and integration of the system into the network.



Response from providers – It is not clear to what extent, and how reliably, the
different types of technology will be able to provide response. Trials are required to
establish the capabilities.

Operational risks


System stability – National Grid’s primary aim is to manage the GB electricity
network safely and reliably. EFCC will introduce new operational practices. This
cannot be done until we are satisfied that there is no risk to system stability.
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Risks of ability to successfully measure the disturbances on the grid, and determine
which events require frequency response.



Risk of sending command signal and signal latency.



Risk of service providers having to respond to such signals rapidly and the impact on
the devices.

Commercial risks


Balancing service – EFCC will deliver a new commercial service. This must be trialled
and analysed before it can be introduced. There are risks around definition and
requirements.



Risk of service providers having to operate at sub-optimal level to provide response.

Regulatory risks


Existing business standards such as The National Electricity Transmission System
Security and Quality of Supply Standards (NETS SQSS), Grid Code, and Distribution
Codes may not be aligned with future network development project such as EFCC.
Whilst there are well defined processes around required modifications to these codes
and standards, the knowledge and evidence for such changes can only be obtained
via demonstration projects such as EFCC.

These risks, until mitigated as part of this project, prevent us from defining new services
and being able to procure them in the most economic efficient way, which will be of benefit
to consumers and the industry.
The EFCC project requires funding from the Electricity NIC as it does not form part of
business as usual activities for transmission system operators or players in renewables. The
risks are significant and deployment is yet to be introduced. Renewable generators are not
able to provide the above defined grid services on a business-as-usual basis, since there is
no sufficient financial model for grid service compensation. This business model will be
developed during this project. Once in place, investment decisions will be taken by various
players and services will be offered. Before that, the level of risk involved makes investment
difficult.
(E)

Involvement of other partners and external funding

We have taken a number of steps to make potentially interested parties aware of
EFCC.
Following identification of NIC 2014 project candidates, National Grid engaged with a range
of external stakeholders to develop the ideas. This was achieved through a request for
project proposals. Briefing notes outlining the project candidates were made available on
the NationalGrid.com website within the Innovation section. Direct contact with relevant
customers, suppliers and partners was made to raise the awareness of these briefing notes.
In addition, National Grid used a number of forums such as ENA and Commercial Operation,
and directly contacted potential university partners to share the 2014 NIC project
candidates.
The responses received provided a deeper understanding of the capability available to
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successfully take forward the NIC 2014 project candidates.
By starting to define the services required with our partners it will provide more time for
suppliers that are not involved in the project to adapt their technologies beforehand and
join the market immediately after it is created.
All of our partners are making a significant contribution to EFCC.


Alstom has committed to contribute £450k to the project through reduced labour
rates and equipment.



Belectric has committed to contribute £349k to the project through reduced labour
rates and the use of a number of patents. These relate to the operation of PV power
plants outside the maximum Power Point (MPP), the usage of PV inverters for the
provision of reactive power and specific features of the battery used. The relevant
patents are valued at less than 3% of the overall cost of WP 2.3 and 1% of WP 2.4.



Centrica has committed to contribute £37k to the project through reduced labour
rates.



Flexitricity has committed to contribute £285k to the project through the use of a
patent. This patent supports the project in two ways: The use of process parameters
to drive continuous reforecasting of near-future demand response capacity decreases
the risk of the TSO purchasing too much or too little EFCC and, therefore, improves
cost effectiveness. Variable speed drives on industrial and commercial electricityconsuming equipment configured to respond to variations in frequency is likely to be
an essential component of simulated inertia.



The Universities of Manchester and Strathclyde have committed to contribute a
combined £290k to the project through the use of their specialist facilities and
support.

We selected these partners based on the criteria described in (B) and believe they are the
right partners for EFCC.
Alstom – Technology provider
Alstom will develop the monitoring and control system (MCS). Alstom has a strategic
interest in the field of wide area measurement and control, and recognises the value of the
EFCC project.
Belectric – Solar PV and storage
Belectric will provide response from their PV power plants and storage facilities. Belectric
will provide knowledge and practical solutions to realise the project objectives concerning
battery- and PV-based frequency regulation, virtual inertia, collaboration of different
response providers and others.
Centrica – Large-scale generation and wind
Centrica will play a dual role in EFCC, providing response from both large-scale generation
(Langage and South Humber Bank CCGTs) and wind farms (Lincs and Lynn or Inner
Dowsing). The company is very experienced in both of these areas.
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Flexitricity – DSR
Flexitricity will recruit example customers from industrial and commercial sectors for the
DSR trial, largely from its current extensive customer base. Flexitricity will also deploy its
proprietary control and communication solutions, providing local interface points for the
MCS on customers’ sites, and will monitor and operate the DSR trial from its 24-hour DSR
control centre.

The Universities of Manchester and Strathclyde – Academic support
The universities will provide academic support as well as testing facilities, system studies
and expert knowledge. A focus will be validation and knowledge dissemination.
(F)

Relevance and timing

EFCC is both relevant to current operational and environmental challenges and a timely
solution to these. The key environmental challenge EFCC solves is how to continue to
manage the GB electricity system safely, reliably and cost-effectively as renewables are
connected and the level of inertia decreases. This is a necessity if renewables are to
continue growing and the UK is to meet its carbon reduction targets.
As previously explained, the proposed solution is strategically necessary and highly
innovative. It comes at a time when the share of renewable generation is rising sharply. In
addition to increased levels of renewables, more and more energy is transmitted from
continental Europe via HVDC lines. They also feed into the grid via inverters and therefore
do not provide inertia. The share of synchronous generations is dropping dramatically. In
order to prevent this from inhibiting further expansion of renewable generation, a clear and
robust concept for dealing with these upcoming problems needs to be developed quickly.
For these reasons, EFCC is highly relevant.
Frequency reserve cost is already rising because of the increasing penetration of
renewables. EFCC, therefore, needs to be implemented as soon as possible. It will take time
to develop a new incentive mechanism and encourage stakeholder take-up. Further,
response providers will need to develop capabilities to participate in the market. For the
mechanism to be in place as Business-as-usual, with stakeholders using it by 2018/19, it is
critical to start now. By 2018/19 under National Grid’s Gone Green scenario, inertia is
reduced by 37% and the time to reach 49.2Hz is less than half today’s level.
There is, therefore, urgency to starting the project now, so that there is a functioning
diverse frequency response service market before costs significantly escalate.
EFCC will improve understanding of which technologies will be suitable to provide response.
These technologies are growing in volume and their response capabilities are currently
untapped. The opportunity exists to involve them in managing the system.
EFCC will have a direct impact on our future business planning. Balancing the system and
ensuring system stability are key drivers of our day-to-day operations. As renewables and
other response resources are able to provide response, and the problem of low system
inertia is lessened, we will adapt our planning approach. This will reflect the lowered
requirement for response. These changes will be reflected in our business plan submissions
in future price controls.
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This section should be between 3 and 5 pages.
Please cross the box if the Network Licensee does not intend to conform to the
default IPR requirements.
Knowledge dissemination is a priority of EFCC. The significant learning EFCC offers is
described in Section 4 (c). In order to ensure that this knowledge is shared a number of
processes will be put in place.
The project will form a working group with industry representation (manufacturers,
academics, suppliers, aggregators, generators, and network licensees) to monitor the
progress at different stages and ensure the deliverables are challenged and reviewed. This
will also ensure continuous knowledge sharing with the industry to accelerate service and
technology developments in this area. As part of this, we will set up a knowledge sharing
hub (in the public domain) to also allow the use of data and learning of this project by
academic institutes, as well as showing leadership in this important area internationally.
5.1

Learning dissemination

Knowledge sharing is a key enabler for rolling out improved frequency control services.
Providing response to control system frequency requires a range of service providers, and
the more providers there are, the better. It is, therefore, important that the learning of this
project is shared regularly throughout the project life-cycle. This will allow all interested
parties to prepare for the roll-out of future commercial arrangements, and ensure timely
and efficient development of grid services.
5.1.1 During control development and demonstration activities
National Grid is conducting this trial to develop the capability for better control of system
frequency, not only by improving the control systems, but also by diversifying the service
providers. Therefore, the learning from this project will be captured and shared at different
stages accordingly in the following areas:


New control systems: The development of control systems capable of initiating the
optimum response. This dissemination of knowledge with manufacturers, service
providers (generators, demand side aggregator, storage providers, etc.), transmission
and distribution companies is essential in commercialisation of this approach.



System resilience and response to loss of generation or demand: The ability to
detect and distinguish disturbance from frequency events in the grid will result in better
studying the system behaviour particularly in an era which grid faces significant change
in system characteristics as a result of change in generation mix. The “regional system
response” will be shared with academic institutes providing invaluable data for further
research and development in this area. This learning will also be shared with generators,
and transmission and distribution companies for discussions around system restoration
(black start) to decide on future restoration plans.



Rapid response profile of demand and storage and interaction with other
services: demand and storage are the two technologies which are currently used for a
wide range of commercial services (i.e. STOR service by National Grid) and
demonstration projects. Both technologies are also capable of providing very fast acting
response as demonstrated before. The provision of enhanced frequency control
capability from these technologies, and how they interact with other services during the
trial (i.e. conflicting actions) are important lessons which will be shared with the
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stakeholders.


Rapid response profile of non-synchronous generation: Non-synchronous
generation technologies such as solar PV and wind may contribute to significant volume
of demand in the future, and it is important to enable them to provide the support the
grid requires. Sharing the trial results with the key stakeholders in the context of GB
requirement for new balancing services and addressing the key challenges is required for
the roll-out of such service from non-synchronous generation technologies.



Technology capability portfolio: The trial of response delivered to the grid from a
range of technologies in this project will ultimately lead to gaining the knowledge of how
different technologies are capable of responding in proportion to the rate of change of
frequency, for how long, etc. Such information will be shared for future balancing
services development, and for technology advancement.

5.1.2 Post-project completion
The control system developed for this project will continue remaining live providing
opportunity for the following activities:


System response optimisation capability: The balancing services scheduled for day
to day system operation will be analysed on a continuous basis based on the information
available from EFCC control tools. The ability to optimise the balancing services using
the tool developed in this project will save money for the consumers.



Real time data access: It is envisaged the future grid development activities (i.e.
generation and demand connection), and research projects require greater access to
data and in such a way to allow comparing system behaviour between different parts.
The EFCC tool will provide access to such data which enable more economic and efficient
transmission and distribution planning, as well as more effective research and
developments in this area.

5.1.3 Knowledge dissemination approach
National Grid hosts a number of forums such as the Grid Code Working Group, Operational
Forum, and Security and Quality of Supply Standard (SQSS) group, which we have used so
far to gather ideas on system needs and development of new services. We shall continue to
use such forums for on-going discussions around this subject as well as informing the
stakeholders regarding the progress made on EFCC.
In addition to these on-going forums, the project will form a working group with industry
representation (manufacturers, academics, suppliers, aggregators, generators, and network
licensees) to monitor the progress at different stages and ensure the deliverables are
challenged and reviewed. The workgroup will hold regular web conference updates (every
three months) as well as an annual event. This will ensure continuous knowledge sharing
with the industry to accelerate service and technology developments in this area. As part of
this, we will set up a knowledge sharing hub (in the public domain) to also allow the use of
data and learning of this project by academic institutes, as well as showing leadership in
this important area internationally.
The project will have an online portal (EFCC e-hub) enabling the share of the data,
simulations, and results of the trials with wide range of stakeholders. We acknowledge the
need for timely dissemination of the EFCC learnings, to enable market participants to
provide the service the project envisages to develop at the roll out phase.
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There will be significant academic interest in studying the response of novel technologies
when they are part of a functioning transmission system. There will also be interest in
studying variations in frequency (e.g. local frequency discrepancies and propagation of the
frequency wave).
The academic partners will assist significantly in dissemination. A project website,
events and traditional dissemination channels (newsletters, white papers, advertorials,
conference and industry event presentations and journal publications) will all be used and
contributed to by the academic institutions.
In addition to these activities, the laboratory and demonstration facilities at both academic
institutions will provide unique opportunities for intensive “hands-on” dissemination to all
interested parties and stakeholders. The facilities at Manchester have already successfully
been used for showcasing the very first Wide Area Monitoring System in the UK. Using the
recently-commissioned Manchester RTDS, the opportunity exists for a broad range of new
demonstrations. This simulator is the largest one in the UK and one of largest in Europe. It
is a digital system able to perform electromechanical and electromagnetic electric power
system transient simulations continuously in real time, covering the frequency range DC to
~3 kHz. It is designed for hardware in the loop testing of physical equipment, such as
control and protection devices, or complex solutions involving a large number of intelligent
Electronic Devices. As such, it can not only be used for demonstrating the EFCC results, but
also as a flexible training facility.
At Strathclyde, the PNDC has a large control room for dissemination and demonstration of
results. This room can also be used as a classroom and can seat 60 people. The PNDC also
has meeting rooms, extensive laboratories and of course the outdoor facility, which provides
an excellent vehicle for hosting of dissemination events and offers facilities to showcase and
demonstrate project outcomes in a “real world” environment.
The Technology and Innovation Centre at Strathclyde, opening early 2015 will be made
available for large dissemination events. This has several auditoria (two main halls seating
up to 300 or up to 450 respectively) and has break-out rooms, catering and many other
facilities.

Figure 5.1 - New £90m TIC building
5.1.4 Knowledge dissemination summary
The approach to knowledge dissemination is summarised below:
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1. Co-ordinated Internal Knowledge Dissemination
Organisation of Industrial Stakeholders Workshops; Exchange of key skills relevant for
understanding of frequency control in future networks; Cross-fertilisation of industrial and
academic views; Use of The Manchester RTDS and Strathclyde PNDC as a support and
showcase for the co-ordinated Internal Knowledge Dissemination
2. Co-ordinated External Knowledge Dissemination
Collaboration with European, USA (EPRI), Chinese (China EPRI), Indian (IITs, Transmission
Network Owners - TNOs), Brazilian… industry and academic partners; Participation in IEEE
and Cigre Working Groups and Task Forces; Academic conference and journal papers,
website and project newsletters, events at PNDC/Strathclyde/Manchester.
3. Contributing to creation of new policies and standards
Grid Code updates/modifications; Existing PMU/Data Concentrator IEEE Standards updates;
4. Knowledge Dissemination through Public Domain Engagements
EFCC Website; Project progress reports; Annual Conferences; News Letter (how frequently
it will be published, will be decided by the Project Management; for example quarterly
Newsletters).
5. Specialised Training Courses
At Manchester and Strathclyde, using the HiL facilities. The Specialized Training Courses will
be focused on the challenges directly related to the EFCC project. Both academic partners
are considering the costs of Specialized Courses as our in-kind contribution to the project.
The scale of this contribution might exceed the existing total in-kind contribution (£290k for
Manchester and Strathclyde together), but academic partners are happy with this
considering that this kind of courses might significantly contribute the overall understanding
of the “frequency and inertia challenge” and will on the top of that offer opportunities for
exchanging knowledge on a more spontaneous and interactive manner.
6. Final results shared
Project Close Down Report and Evaluation Workshop (3 days); A joint academic paper in
e.g. IEEE Power and Energy Magazine, addressing the key project deliverables.
5.2

IPR

EFCC will comply fully with the default IPR arrangements. Our partners have been made
aware of these arrangements and have agreed to comply. It is not anticipated that the
developments carried out in EFCC will fall outside the default Intellectual Property Rights
(IPR) arrangements defined by NIC governance document. In addition to the steps
described above in knowledge dissemination, this section will make specific reference to the
work carried out to ensure full compliance with default IPR. A full review of the section 9 of
the NIC governance document has been carried out with EFCC partners, and as well as the
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agreement on the learnings of each work package (as described in section 2). The following
steps will be taken to ensure a full compliance with default IPR:


National Grid has detailed the expected learnings of each work package. This has
been agreed with the partners and all relevant data, models, simulation results, and
control system developed as part of EFCC will be publicly available on EFCC e-hub



It is expected that the technology provider of the project may wish to contribute to
development of some of the Solutions (control hard ware and software development,
and monitoring hardware) in order to retain the IPR. This will fall under “Foreground
IPR” as described in section 9 of the NIC governance document. Any product
developed on such basis, will be made available for purchase on fair and reasonable
terms. In the collaboration agreement between National Grid and the partners the
“Foreground IPR” will be specifically described to ensure the compliance with section
9 of the NIC governance document.
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This section should be between 5 and 8 pages.
Requested level of protection require against cost over-runs (%): 0

Requested level of protection against Direct Benefits that they wish to apply for (%):0

The success of EFCC is dependent on several factors outlined in Figure 6.1 and explained
further in this section of the document. We are confident that all these areas have received
a sufficient level of attention for the project to commence without delay:


Previous Projects: We have identified work related to EFCC which has provided
valuable learning points to both National Grid and our partners.



Project Governance: A strong governance framework has been put in place to
ensure the success of the project.



Technology readiness: Our partner, Alstom, has developed the monitoring and
control system to be implemented, and this is at an appropriate level of readiness.



Inherent Benefits: The project will deliver valuable knowledge irrespective of the
take-up of low carbon technologies.



Quality Control: Steps have been taken to ensure accuracy of all information.



Contingency Planning: Assessments have been carried out to identify and mitigate
risks.

Previous
Projects

Contingency
Planning

Project
Governance

EFCC
Success
Quality
Control

Technology
Readiness

Inherent
Benefits

Figure 6.1 – Inputs into EFCC readiness and success
EFCC will start in a timely manner. We are in a position to start the project according to
the planned timeframes. National Grid will begin work in January 2015, carrying out initial
assessments of existing equipment, and the work of our partners will commence in April
2015.
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Further details on timing are found in Appendix 3, Project Plan.
We have established partnerships with all the key parties:


Alstom – Technology provider



Belectric – PV power plants and storage



Centrica – Large-scale generation and wind



Flexitricity – DSR



The Universities of Manchester and Strathclyde – Testing and academic support

These partners have been involved through the proposal process and have helped shape the
project. Ongoing discussions between National Grid and all partners have helped to clarify
queries, increase understanding and develop the scope. A meeting of all partners took place
at National Grid House to encourage this process.
All partners understand their own roles and the wider project. In particular, they recognise
the timeframes and are ready to commence at the relevant times. Through establishing
these partnerships we have aligned our interests and ensured that the key parties are
committed to the success of the project.
National Grid is ready to commence the project in January 2015. We have full support from
senior management and across the business.
6.1

Previous projects

Although EFCC is an innovative project both National Grid and our partners have
considerable experience and expertise in this area. This experience places it at the
appropriate level of readiness and ensures that the project will start in a timely manner.
The background work of National Grid and our partners is outlined below.
6.1.1 National Grid experience
EFCC builds on previous work undertaken by National Grid. We have carried out related NIA
and IFI projects and substantial amounts of work in this area (summarised in Section 3,
Business Case, and detailed in Appendix 9, Previous Projects) as part of our usual business
activities. The problems caused by system inertia are an important, current issue and EFCC
represents a highly important area of work. The EFCC project proposed here is the result of
our work in this area and reflects the knowledge and experience we have built.
6.1.2 Experience of partners
Our partners have a significant amount of experience that makes them ready to carry out
EFCC.

Alstom
There is experience in Alstom relating to real-time wide-area monitoring and analysis and
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control. Alstom (through its Psymetrix division) delivers the world-leading phasor-based
wide-area monitoring platform, which has a long history of use in real-time power system
dynamics monitoring. The development and deployment of this technology is vital to the
success of EFCC and so Alstom’s impressive track record is important. Two areas of
experience of particular relevance to this project are detailed below.
System disturbance monitoring application of PhasorPoint, detecting disturbances in
real-time, locating triggers and measuring impact of system disturbances. Further
enhancement of the location and impact measures, is scheduled to refine the algorithms. It
has been found that real-world disturbance sequences and measurements are significantly
more complex than simulations; however, appropriate signal processing and experience
with real disturbances can be applied.
Wide area stability control has been deployed in Iceland to ride through large
disturbances using PMU measurements. The current state includes active prototype
schemes for smelter load control and industrial load shedding, with the longer-term outlook
for a large-scale integrated deployment of various control schemes including generation
ramping, further smelter load control, and controlled islanding. The development of a realtime control platform to host the EFCC project requirements is part of Alstom’s contribution
to the project. This platform will host the measurement inputs, analysis, logic functions and
interfacing required by the EFCC project. Feasibility of developing a controller capable of
this task has been proven, and a development team is in place to start the development on
approval of the project. Furthermore, the development team brings together experience in
power system dynamics and signal processing to address the algorithmic developments
required to implement the control scheme.

Belectric
Belectric has gained experience in grid supportive operational management of PV power
plants across a wide range of countries and conditions. Belectric has realised more than
1GW of PV power plants in more than 20 countries.
Belectric started enhancing its PV power plants with respect to grid auxiliary services some
5 years ago, enabling adjustable reactive power supply during daytime and meanwhile also
during the night. Belectric has built 3MW-scale batteries and conducted numerous tests
regarding grid management including demonstrations of frequency control with them.
Belectric developed, planned and built a number of hybrid projects where various energy
sources are combined and controlled, including PV, batteries, diesel and water power
generators. Belectric’s control system is able both to optimize operating costs depending on
the available energy mix as well as to ensure stable operation under every condition (e.g.
dynamic behaviour during grid outage).

Centrica
Centrica is committed to offering services to National Grid and sees the current and
potential future benefits in them. All of Centrica’s existing CCGTs have a proven track
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record of offering frequency response with no limitations (e.g. need to be X MW above SEL
as other generators sometimes do). Centrica has chosen to invest in Low Part Load
capability at Langage power station – the first CCGT in the UK and the first multi-shaft
CCGT in Europe to have this technology. This demonstrates Centrica’s experience and its
willingness to make investment in new and innovative products. South Humber Bank Phase
II is the first UK CCGT to be fully fitted with MXL2 GT components. One GT at South
Humber Bank Phase 1 had these components installed on a trial/proving basis, further
demonstrating Centrica’s approach in this respect.
Centrica is committed to developing renewable technology and is keen to be an innovator in
this area.

Flexitricity
Flexitricity has ten years’ worth of experience in bringing industrial and commercial
electricity consumers into electricity balancing activities. Since launch, Flexitricity’s live DSR
control centre has operated the largest and most diverse DSR portfolio in the GB market.
Using a team of engineers, Flexitricity designs a DSR solution for each customer and
deploys it using well-established methods. The portfolio includes banks, data centres, event
venues, horticulture, water treatment works, cold stores, distribution centres,
semiconductor manufacturing, small hydro, district heating networks and others.
Flexitricity’s history of innovation is unmatched in the sector. It was the largest contributor
of DSR to Low Carbon London, a major project under the Low Carbon Networks Fund, and
pioneered the use of DSR despatch through Automated Network Management, a feature
which went beyond the original scope of the project. Flexitricity’s most recent innovation
was the launch of Footroom, a service which uses the demand side to reduce the need to
turn down wind farms during periods of low demand.

The Universities of Manchester and Strathclyde
Our academic partners bring great experience in system studies and world-leading
academic knowledge and facilities. These facilities – including the Manchester RTDS and
Strathclyde’s PNDC – will be of great benefit to the project. The universities’ expertise will
provide a foundation for the project and enable a timely start.
6.2

Project governance

Strong governance is vital to the successful delivery of a complex project such as EFCC. A
clear governance structure has been put in place to lead the project. National Grid’s Head of
Network Strategy will chair the EFCC Steering Committee, with the ongoing involvement of
senior management at our project partners.
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A project team will be put in place to run the project day to day. This team will be led by
National Grid and will provide regular feedback and updates to senior management.
National Grid’s involvement will be led by


Dr. Vandad Hamidi – SMARTer System Performance Manager

Further information on the key people involved in EFCC is included in Appendix, 7,
Organogram and Team.
6.3

Technology readiness

Many phasor measurement units have been previously deployed in monitoring schemes
both in the UK and across the world. Therefore, the PMUs required for any additional
monitoring in this project are readily available using existing technology. Monitoring
products exist in a commercial environment; however the algorithms on which these
products are based must be further developed and adapted for the specific purposes of the
EFCC project, placing them at TRL 6. Wide-area control solutions have been previously
demonstrated in Iceland thus placing these wide-area schemes at a TRL 7. EFCC is a form
of wide-area control which uses similar inputs, however will apply different control logic,
thus placing the TRL at 6. The development of the new control platform will build upon
existing technology and is therefore deemed a subsystem development, thus has a TRL of
6-8. The overall TRL of the technology is therefore judged to be 6-7.
6.4

Inherent benefits

EFCC offers inherent benefits and will deliver learning irrespective of the take up of lowcarbon technologies and renewables. The key areas of learning (outlined in Section 4,
Evaluation Criteria) are not dependent on the take up of such technologies.
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Importantly, low system inertia is already a problem. Even a moderate future uptake of
renewables will see the effects on, and costs of, managing the system increase significantly.
Further, the EFCC project is not restricted to one area and does not rely on a certain rate of
renewables take up in a specific area.
At the moment, there is no mechanism for non-conventional resources to be used as
frequency response. Regardless of the future changes to inertia, there is great value in
understanding the contribution that non-conventional resources can provide for frequency
response, as this can potentially provide cost savings over conventional service delivery.
Assessing the potential for greater competition in frequency response service provision will
be a valuable outcome. Learning delivered in this area will be applicable to other Licensees.
EFCC generates important knowledge that can be shared amongst, and will be of benefit to,
all relevant Network Licensees. The problem of low system inertia is not unique to National
Grid and the results of the trials, and the solutions offered, will be of great interest to all
Network Licensees.
Benefits will increase with greater take up of renewables, but still exist at lower levels
6.5

Quality control

We have taken a number of steps to accurately estimate the costs and benefits of the
project. A tender process was followed to identify potential partners. By identifying partners
for key positions we have been able to better understand the project’s costs. Our partners
have provided detailed cost estimates which we have fed into the project costs. The costs of
partners make up a significant proportion of project costs and so forecasting them
accurately is vital.
We have verified all information included in the proposal. Our proposal has gone through a
thorough internal review process and has been signed off by all our partners. We have
thoroughly interrogated our partners’ costs to ensure they are accurate and appropriate.
Further, we have used internal departments (procurement, finance) to ensure we follow
best practice and receive expert advice.
6.6

Contingency planning

We will employ a number of measures to minimise the possibility of cost overruns or
shortfalls in Direct Benefits. National Grid has used its considerable experience in managing
similar projects to guide the process. Procurement processes have been used to assess the
costs of inputs. We are confident our estimates of the costs and benefits of EFCC are
accurate. National Grid possesses expertise in project management. We have significant
experience in delivering complex, high-value projects.
We have developed a comprehensive risk register with associated control measures. These
risks have been categorised between general risks and work package specific risks. Our
partners have provided their own input into this, based on their experience. This risk
register is included as Appendix 4.
Processes are in place to identify circumstances where the most appropriate course of
action will be to suspend the project (pending permission from Ofgem).
Success of EFCC is dependent on identifying and managing risks appropriately. We
recognise that certain situations could arise which could lead, in the worst-case scenario, to
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the suspension of the project.
The project will be closely monitored allowing us to quickly identify potential problems and
to deal with these in a timely manner. In the unlikely event of a situation which results in
the most appropriate course of action being to suspend the project, we have clear processes
in place. At the first opportunity, the EFCC Steering Committee will be advised by the EFCC
project manager. The Steering Group will then consult and make a decision. Any decision to
suspend/delay the project will be discussed with the authority with proposed
recommendations in line with NIC governance document sections 8.30-8.42
We are, however, confident that given the significant volume of preliminary work carried out
so far, combined with the breadth of experience of the project partners will ensure smooth
delivery of the project.
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This section should be between 1 and 3 pages.
Please cross the box if the Project may require any derogations, consents or
changes to the regulatory arrangements.
It is not expected that EFCC will require any derogations, consents or changes to the
regulatory arrangements in order to implement the project.
7.1

Balancing and Settlement Code

As part of Work Package 6 - Commercial, the services developed will be assessed in
conjunction with existing services (i.e. Balancing Services, Short Term Operating
Service) to ensure any areas which may conflict with the existing arrangements are
identified and modification of the service, or the codes will be proposed.
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This section should be between 2 and 4 pages.
It is not expected that EFCC will have any adverse impact on customers or require access to
customers’ premises. The partners in this project are selected carefully so they provide the
necessary response to the EFCC project. The nature of trials and demonstration carried out
as part of EFCC means there is no adverse effect on day to day operation of the grid.
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This section should be between 2 and 5 pages.
Criteria 9.1
Formal contract signed by all Partners
In order to achieve the project objectives, it is crucial that all project partners are
committed to deliver allocated tasks. At the early stages, establishing this agreement with
the project partner is the first measure of success for EFCC.
Evidence



Formal contract of EFCC signed by all partners. (by the end of March 2015)
Flexitricity to have agreements in place with DSR customers (by the end of June
2016 – end of WP2.1.1.6)

Criteria 9.2
Monitoring and Control System (MCS) Developed Successfully
One of the key deliverables of the project is to enhance frequency monitoring capability
enabling the measurement and comparison of rate of change of frequency at regional level,
and distinction between disturbance, from a real frequency event. The development of the
MCS is central to this.
Evidence
The following should be delivered:







Application development:
Event detection algorithm completed (by the end of April 2015 - WP1.1.1)
EFCC resource allocation algorithm completed (by the end of August 2015 – WP1.1.2
Optimisation algorithm completed (by the end of January 2016 - WP1.1.3)
Testing completed (by the end of April 2016 – WP1.1.4)
Revision completed (by the end of March 2017 – WP1.1.5)






Control platform development:
Specification completed (by the end of April 2015 – WP1.2.1)
Development completed (by the end of April 2016 – WP1.2.2)
Controller testing completed (by the end of August 2016 – WP1.2.3)
Revision completed (by the end of July 2017)

Criteria 9.3
Storage Decision Point
Full analysis of Storage costs and benefits to be made with final recommendation made to
Ofgem on inclusion within EFCC.
Evidence
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Recommendation made to Ofgem by the end of June 2015 (WP2.4.0)

Criteria 9.4
Response Analysis from Service Providers
In this project, we will demonstrate how different technologies will respond to frequency
events and their capability to provide response in proportion to rate of change of frequency.
Evidence


Reports detailing the result of the demonstration of the response from providers
o Demand Side Response WP2.1 (November 2017)
o CCGT Power Stations WP2.2 (July 2017)
o PV power plant WP2.3 (October 2017)
o Storage WP2.4 (October 2017)
o Windfarm WP2.5 (July 2017)

Criteria 9.5
Successful Validation of Response
The project must deliver technology that is effective in reducing the overall response
requirement for the grid. To achieve this, it must be demonstrated that response can be
optimised to provide the most economic and efficient rapid frequency response. This
requires the trails carried out as part of Criteria 9.4, to be validated against the
representative models.
Evidence


Successful delivery of representative models and validation of trial results using the
models (November 2017 – Following all trials and validation activities)

Criteria 9.6
New Enhanced Frequency Response Service Developed Successfully
The roll out of EFCC requires a new balancing service to be developed to ensure the savings
envisaged are achieved.
Evidence



Successful development of new enhanced frequency response service as part of new
balancing services (December 2017 – Following WP2 trials)
Report to recommend the implementation of the new service (January 2018 –
Delivered through WP6&7)

Criteria 9.7
Successful Knowledge Dissemination
Successful dissemination of knowledge generated by EFCC within National Grid, to other
transmission owner, DNOs, and industry stakeholders will be carried out to ensure the
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learnings are communicated at different stages of the project to enable timely roll out of the
new balancing serice
Evidence




Knowledge sharing e-hub delivered (March 2015)
All non-confidential data and models developed as part of EFCC to be shared on the
e-hub (March 2018 – end of project)
Annual knowledge dissemination event (at least one per year) organised (March
2016 – first dissemination event)

Criteria 9.8
Project close and knowledge dissemination
The project is planned from January 2015 until March 2018. The project is well organised to
satisfy all pre-set objectives and deadlines. Eventually the new control of system frequency
and provision of frequency response in proportion to range of change of frequency is
demonstrated and the relevant commercial services are developed. The new approach to
control the system frequency will be commercially rolled out at the end of the project.
Evidence
1. The control systems required as part of WP2 (developed by WP1) are demonstrated
and validated;
2. The response capability of the type of services described in WP2 are trialled;
3. The optimisation based on information gathered in WP2 is carried out;
4. Validation exercise of the WP1, WP2 and WP3 is carried out as well as further tests in
PNDC to mitigate the identified risks;
5. Knowledge dissemination events as described in the work programme are carried out
and results are shared and made available; and
6. As part of WP6 & WP7, the new balancing service is developed in collaboration with
EFCC partners, other service providers, and commercial operation department of
National Grid.
(March 2018 – Full project completion)
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KEY
Method
Method 1
Method 2
Method 3

Method name
EFCC
[Insert method names here]
[Insert method names here]

Electricity NIC – financial benefits
Financial benefit (£m)
Scale

Method

Method
Cost

Base
Case
Cost

Benefit
2020

2030

Post-trial solution
(individual
deployment)

It is anticipated that the post-trial savings associated
with the EFCC include year by year reductions in
Balancing Services Cost (Frequency Response) - The
post-trial scale benefits are the same as GB scale as
the new balancing services developed will enable all GB
Participants to provide the new services to the grid.
EFCC

Licensee scale
If applicable,
indicate the number
of relevant sites on
the Licensees’
network.
GB rollout scale
If applicable,
indicate the number
of relevant sites on
the GB network.

Notes

2050

£9.6

£210

£200.4

£807

£807*

£9.6

GB Scale – fully implemented as part of ancillary
services.
EFCC

£9.6

£200

£214

£807

£807*

Our figures are explained and
justified in Appendix 6, CBA.

* The level of system inertia for 2050 is hard to
estimate due to unavailability of any ranking order –
Therefore we have assumed the 2030 figure for 2050.
This will in reality give a very conservative saving level
as with expected increase in the volume of nonsynchronous generation such as solar PV and Wind
post-2030, the reduction of system inertia is expected
to continue.
(Number of sites:___)
NA

EFCC

Cross-references

The licensee scale has not
been entered as the project
will be rolled out at the GB
scale – Frequency
Management’s cost + benefits
are GB Scale.
Our figures are explained and
justified in Appendix 6, CBA.

Electricity NIC – carbon and/or environmental benefits
Energy saved (kWh)
Scale

Method

Method
Cost

Base
Case
Cost

2020

2030

2050

Post-trial solution (individual
deployment)
EFCC

Licensee scale
If applicable, indicate the
number of relevant sites on the
Licensees’ network.

GB rollout scale
If applicable, indicate the
number of relevant sites on the
GB network.
If applicable, indicate any
carbon and/or environmental
benefits which cannot be
expressed as kVA or kWh.

£9.6m

EFCC

£9.6m

EFCC

£9.6m

£200m

£200m

19x109

19x109

72x109 72x109

72x109 72x109

Post-trial solution: [Explain any carbon and/ or
environmental benefits which cannot be expressed as kVA
or kWh]

Licensee scale: [Explain any carbon and/ or
environmental benefits which cannot be expressed as
capacity or kVA or kWh]

GB rollout scale: [Explain any carbon and/ or
environmental benefits which cannot be expressed as kVA
or kWh]

Notes

Cross-references

The energy saved on this project is
calculated based on the avoided curtailed
energy from clean energy sources as a
result of reduction of system inertia.
Similar to financial benefits, we have
assumed the 2050 figures remain as
2030 which gives a very conservative
figure.
(Number of sites:___)

The Appendix 6 includes the
details of how these figures
are calculated.

The licensee scale has not
been entered as the project
will be rolled out at the GB
scale – Frequency
Management’s cost +
benefits are GB Scale.
Our figures are explained
and justified in Appendix 6,
CBA.

Lead
Overall project management

Task

Start

End

Detail

NG

Project management

Jan-15

Mar-18

NG's dedicated team will manage the project throughout.
Y1-Y4 - 1 PM
Y1 - 1 FTE; Y2 - 3.5 FTE; Y3 - 5 FTE; Y4 - 5 FTE

0.1

WP1 - Monitoring and control scheme
1.0.1
Alstom
Project Technical Coordinator

Jan-15

Mar-18

Alstom

1.0.2

Project technical visits & support

Jan-15

Mar-18

Project Coordinator for duration of the project.
• Attending project meetings at NG over the project period
• Engaging stakeholders, partners etc through site visits, teleconferences etc
• Preparation and attending annual conference plus travel costs to project meetings, partners, annual conference

Alstom

1.1

Application development

Jan-15

Apr-16

The application development covers the design, development and testing of the core applications to be implemented on the controllers.
Applications include the event detection, resource allocation and optimisation algorithms which are further descibed in Appendix 5.

Alstom

1.1.1

Event Detection Algorithm

Jan-15

May-15

Alstom

1.1.2

EFCC resource Allocation Algorithm

May-15

Aug-15

Alstom

1.1.3

Optimization Algorithm

Aug-15

Jan-16

Alstom
Alstom

1.1.4
1.1.5

Testing
Application revision

Jan-16
Jan-17

Apr-16
Mar-17

Alstom

1.2

Control platform development

Jan-15

Aug-16

Alstom
Alstom

1.2.1
1.2.2

Specification
Development

Jan-15
Apr-15

Apr-15
Apr-16

Alstom

1.2.3

Controller Testing

Apr-16

Aug-16

Alstom

1.2.4

Revision of controller platform

Apr-17

Jul-17

Alstom

1.3

Demonstration

Apr-16

Aug-17

Alstom

1.3.1

Hardware

Apr-16

May-16

Alstom

1.3.2

Demonstration 1 - Psymetrix

Aug-16

Oct-16

Alstom

1.3.3

Demonstration 2 - Manchester

Oct-16

Dec-16

Alstom

1.3.4

Demonstration 3 - PNDC

Dec-16

Feb-17

Feb-17

Mar-18

Alstom
1.3.5

Demonstration 4 - System Tests

Apr-16

Mar-18

Alstom
Manchester &
Strathclyde
Manchester &
Strathclyde

1.3.6

Control Scheme Data Review

Oct-17

Mar-18

1.4

Academic testing

Oct-15

Sep-16

1.4.1

System studies of the MCS using selected and known test networks

Oct-15

Mar-16

Manchester

1.4.2

System studies of the MCS using an appropriate GB network

Apr-16

Sep-16

WP2.1 - DSR
Flexitricity

2.1.1

Engage with users

Apr-15

Sep-16

Flexitricity

2.1.1.1

Shortlist

Apr-15

May-15

Flexitricity
Flexitricity
Flexitricity

2.1.1.2
2.1.1.3
2.1.1.4

Gap analysis
Preparation
Customer approaches

May-15
Jun-15
Jul-15

Jun-15
Jul-15
Aug-15

Flexitricity

2.1.1.5

Alstom

Designing application specifications based on customer approval for detection of events which will require action. Application will then progress to
the development stages.
Designing application specification based on customer approval and collaboration with partners for resource allocation. Application will then
progress to the development stages.
Design specifications for suitable optimisation algorithms which will be developed for implementation on the controller platform, supplemented by
academic collaboration (see 3.2).
Testing of the core functional algorithms, testing of functionality of different resources, design and complete FAT and produce report.
Revision of controller applications based on results from trials and demonstrations including development and testing
The controller is a critical component of the project providing the flexible platform on which the algorithms, and any future adaptations are to be
implmented. Collaboration is necessary to ensure partner and resource compatibility. Extensive testing is required prior to any network deployment
to mitigate risk of unintentional action.
Creating detailed design specifications for the control platform, which will involve partner input on resource requirements.
Software development, functionality and operational developoment plus costs for software development license.
Perform extensive testing on the controller, software and infrastructure level tests, power system level tests , design and complete FAT and produce
report.
Revision of the control platform based on the results obtained through field trials and demonstrations, to include spec revision, development and
testing.
The controller will be demonstrated using a range of tests and locations which together will evaluate all aspects of the scheme. Initial tests
performed at Psymetrix, and through the Universities will ensure platform is sufficiently tested before deployment in the network, thereby
mitigating risk of unintentional action when deployed in network.
• Psymetrix; • University of Manchester; • PNDC; • National Grid; • Resource providers (detailed seperately in WP2)
Procurement process for demonstration hardware
Demonstration will require: • Specification design based on customer approval including communications, configuration, device specs and
installation diagrams • Design and completion of FAT plus costs for controller; demonstration server and associated storage; two workstations; and
testset for demonstration and testing • Design SAT procedures specific to demonstration site and perform test
Demonstration will require: • Specification design based on customer approval including communications, configuration, device specs and
installation diagrams • Customer support in installation, configuration and integration with PMUs
• Provide training for customers on controller platform • Design SAT procedures specific to demonstration site and perform test
Demonstration will require: • Specification design based on customer approval including communications, configuration, device specs and
installation diagrams • Customer support in installation, configuration and integration with PMUs
• Provide training for customers on controller platform • Design SAT procedures specific to demonstration site and perform test
System tests will consist of demonstrations at National Grid and at the response providers.
The demonstration at NG will involve: • Design specification based on customer approval including communications, configuration, device specs and
installation diagrams • Supporting customer in installation, configuration and integration with PMUs plus costs for additional equipment, based on
ten PMUs, ten controller platforms • Design SAT procedures specific to demonstartion site and performing SAT test • Review of the measured data
for quality and operation performance and analysis for subsequent fine-tuning of control parameters producing report on performance • Providing
more detailed training for the users on the control platform and control scheme for deployment • Long run test to capture a test of the MCS
controller in the complexity of the real power system.
The demonstrations at the resource levels will be managed by the responsible partners and are detailed in WP2. Where the Alstom control platform
is to be used in the trials, Asltom involvement will be limited to the following: • Customer support in installation, configuration and integration with
PMUs • Provide training for customers on controller platform • Support for SAT procedures design specific to MCS demonstration
Review of NG demonstration results including measurement quality, communication performance and controller volume response
Power Factory based system studies to ensure the robustness and efficacy of the proposed Monitoring and Control Scheme - MCS; Involvement of
RA1 from Manchester, RA1 from Strathclyde and a PhD student from Manchester
System studies of the MCS based on the use of the standard IEEE test networks; testing of both the sensitivity and stability of the MCS and its
operation under various network and transient conditions
System studies of the MCS based on the use of the GB model suitable for the study; testing of both the sensitivity and stability of the MCS and its
operation under various GB network and transient conditions
Potential customers to be identified, approached and signed up.
Shortlist I&C electricity customers already within Flexitricity’s contracted portfolio based on suitability for the potentials service types.
Identify gaps in shortlist and potential target organisations. Develop additoinal target company list.
Prepare generic support materials for customer recruitment.
Initial approach to existing and new I&C customers; agree possible sites. Create list of specific target sites.

Site visits

Aug-15

Apr-16

Flexitricity
2.1.1.6
Flexitricity
2.1.1.7
Flexitricity
2.1.1.8
Flexitricity
2.1.2
Flexitricity
2.1.2.1
Flexitricity
2.1.2.2
Flexitricity
2.1.2.3
Flexitricity
2.1.2.4
Flexitricity
2.1.2.5
Flexitricity
2.1.3
Flexitricity
2.1.3.1
Flexitricity
2.1.3.2
Flexitricity
2.1.3.3
Flexitricity
2.1.3.4
Flexitricity
2.1.3.5
Flexitricity
2.1.3.6
Flexitricity
2.1.3.7
WP2.2 - Large-scale generation
Centrica
2.2.1
Centrica
2.2.1.1
Centrica
2.2.1.2
Centrica
2.2.1.3
Centrica
2.2.1.4
Centrica
2.2.2
Centrica
2.2.2.1

Commercial terms
Design solution
Implement and commission
Establish and test MCS communication
Interface development
Modify IT systems
Ready system (central)
Ready system (outstation)
Installations
Test and demonstrate response capability
Guidance preparation
Training
Internal preparation
Internal training
Trial ready
Trials
Revise and re-run

Apr-16
Jun-16
Jul-16
Oct-16
Oct-16
Nov-16
Dec-16
Jan-17
Feb-17
Jan-17
Jan-17
Feb-17
Mar-17
Apr-17
May-17
May-17
Aug-17

Jun-16
Jul-16
Sep-16
Mar-17
Nov-16
Dec-16
Jan-17
Feb-17
Mar-17
Oct-17
Feb-17
Mar-17
Apr-17
Apr-17
May-17
Aug-17
Oct-17

Site visits and technical appraisals; report findings to customers. Create technical proposal for each site. (Partially dependent on 2.1.2).
Agree terms with existing and new I&C customers. (Partially dependent on 2.1.2)
Detailed design of technical solution. Develop scope of works for each site. (Dependent on 2.1.2)
Implement and commission. At this stage sites will be ready for trials. (Dependent on 2.1.2)
Technical modifications and testing to be carried out.
Agree generic site interface and central interface with Alstom - descriptions to be produced.
Design modifications to Flexitricity central IT systems. Agree internal design document.
Implement and test central modifications. Internal system ready at this point.
Implement and test outstation modifications. Outstation ready at this point.
Facilitate site and central installations by Alstom. Sites and central connected to MCS. (Dependent on 2.1.1)
Final preparations and trials.
Prepare operational guidance materials for I&C customers.
Train I&C customers in order to ready them for trials.
Prepare internal operational instructions and other materials for Flexitricity control room.
Train Flexitricity control room staff and confirm that the control room is ready for trials.
Arm equipment for trials. Ensure all equipment ready for trials.
Operate trials. Data from trials recorded and ready for analysis.
Revise and re-run any trials if necessary.

Initial engineering assessments and scope definition
Define conceptual solution
Initial stress test
Engage with NG Technical Compliance Team
Present proposal to Management Team(s) of target assets
Initiate formal Engineering Change Process
Register internal Engineering Change Proposal

Oct-15
Jan-16
Jan-16
Feb-16
Mar-16
Feb-16
Mar-16

Jan-16
Feb-16
Feb-16
Feb-16
Mar-16
Mar-16
Mar-16

Agree technical performance requirements.
Produce Outline Operational / Engineering Concept Designs,
Compare performance requirements and concepts with the existing operational envelope of the plant (iterate with concept design).
Identify any Technical Compliance parameters or issues
Present Concept to GM's and OM's - Involve Stakeholders
CE Engineering Change Process - CEOL-PG-ENG-PRO-0001
Appoint Engineering Change Group (ECG) , Appoint Independent Assessor(s),

Centrica

2.2.2.2

Initial evaluation of Engineering Change

Mar-16

Mar-16

ECG Conducts Initial Evaluation of Proposal and Categorisation (type A) - Eng, Change number allocated, Nominated Person Appointment

Centrica

2.2.3

Concept Design Review

Mar-16

Jun-16

Centrica
Centrica

2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2

Third party engineering / impact assessment(s)
OEM engineering / impact assesment(s)

Mar-16
Mar-16

May-16
Jun-16

Centrica

2.2.3.3

Internal engineering review, hazard and risk analysis

Feb-16

Jun-16

Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica

2.2.3.4
2.2.4
2.2.4.1
2.2.4.2
2.2.5
2.2.5.1

Allocate any safety / machine protection functions
Finalise specification for engineering design
Engage with site E/C&I engineering
Engage with NG compliance team
Detailed Engineering Design
Allocate design resource

Feb-16
Jun-16
Jul-16
Jul-16
Jul-16
Jul-16

Jun-16
Jul-16
Jul-16
Jul-16
Sep-16
Jul-16

Centrica

2.2.5.2

Obtain latest control system design and freeze

Jul-16

Jul-16

Centrica

2.2.5.3

Control system design changes (prior to implementation)

Jul-16

Sep-16

Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica

2.2.5.4
2.2.5.5
2.2.5.6
2.2.5.7
2.2.5.8
2.2.6
2.2.7
2.2.8
2.2.8.1
2.2.8.2
2.2.8.3
2.2.8.4
2.2.8.5
2.2.8.6
2.2.8.6.1
2.2.9
2.2.9.1
2.2.9.2
2.2.9.3
2.2.9.4
2.2.9.4.1
2.2.9.4.2
2.2.9.5

Preparation of HMI screens (prior to implementation)
Review changes and integration with existing design
Simulate system response off-line (where applicable)
Engage with NG Technical Compliance Team
Submit final engineering design for internal approval
Issue of Technical Approval
Issue of Financial Approval
Planning
Determine schedule for implementing and commisioning
Plan any changes required to O&M schedules / documents
Identify and allocate resources
Plan and agree any IET requirements
Develop Work Orders
Plan and Organise Operations Team Training
Operations Training
Implement engineering changes according to schedule
Implement DCS Changes
Implement HMI Changes
Implement any trading system changes
Cold Comissioning
Loop Tests and Injections
Review results and make modifications if required
Hot Comissioning

Jul-16
Jul-16
Jul-16
Aug-16
Sep-16
Oct-16
Oct-16
Oct-16
Oct-16
Oct-16
Oct-16
Dec-16
Oct-16
Dec-16
Jan-17
Mar-17
Mar-17
Mar-17
Mar-17
Mar-17
Mar-17
Mar-17
Mar-17

Sep-16
Sep-16
Sep-16
Sep-16
Oct-16
Oct-16
Dec-16
May-17
Dec-16
Dec-16
Dec-16
Jun-17
Dec-16
Dec-16
Mar-17
Jun-17
Jun-17
Jun-17
Jun-17
Jun-17
Jun-17
Jun-17
Jun-17

Centrica

2.2.9.5.1

Test and demonstrate response capability

Mar-17

Jun-17

Centrica

2.2.9.5.2

Review results and make further modifications if required

Mar-17

Jun-17

If required, review changes, re simulate, return to site for mods and re-test if required, ensure changes follow engineering change process

Centrica
2.2.10
Centrica
2.2.11
Centrica
2.2.12
Centrica
2.2.13
WP2.3 - PV power plant

Monitor Performance
Review impact on plant
Identify any lessons learned.
Verify and record close out of Project

Jun-17
Jun-17
Jun-17
Jun-17

Mar-18
Mar-18
Mar-18
Mar-18

Monitor Performance of new capability, demand and plant impact
Review impact on plant components
Issue lessons learned report if appropriate
Finalise engineering change documents

Belectric

2.3.1

Site preparation

Oct-15

Mar-16

Belectric

2.3.2

Install equipment

Jan-16

Jun-16

Belectric

2.3.3

Establish and modify relevant IT systems

Jan-16

Mar-16

Belectric

2.3.4

Establish and test communication

Apr-16

Jun-16

Belectric

2.3.5

Test and demonstrate response capability

Jan-17

Sep-17

Belectric

2.3.5.1

Negative response

Jan-17

Sep-17

Belectric

2.3.5.2

Positive response

Jan-17

Sep-17

Belectric

2.3.5.3

Reactive power

Jan-17

Sep-17

NG

2.4.0

Storage decision point

Jan-15

Jun-15

Belectric

2.4.1

Site preparation

Apr-16

Sep-16

Belectric

2.4.2

Install equipment

Jul-16

Dec-16

Belectric

2.4.3

Establish and modify relevant IT systems

Jan-16

Mar-16

According to the definitions of Alstom a communications protocol implemented into the storage control unit in order to enable distant control of the
storage unit. Further on a local control scheme for frequency response shall be established according to National Grid standards. This way a
comparison between local and central control shall become possible in working package 2.4.5.3

Belectric

2.4.4

Establish and test communication

Oct-16

Dec-16

The communication with the central Alstom control system shall be tested and verified. Delay times and availabilities have to be assessed.

Belectric

2.4.5

Test and demonstrate response capability

Jan-17

Sep-17

Belectric

2.4.5.1

Ramp up / ramp down

Jan-17

Jun-17

Belectric

2.4.5.2

Emulate rotating generators

Jan-17

Jun-17

Belectric

2.4.5.3

Combination with other providers

Jun-17

Sep-17

Belectric

2.4.5.4

Low frequency inverter behavior

Jun-17

Sep-17

Trials carried out to establish response capability.
The response capacity of the storage unit shall be tested up to its nominal value and different speeds of power ramp-up will be tried out. The latter
will be done in collaboration with national grid in order not to affect grid stability. The behavior of the grid at fast power ramp-up shall be measured
as accurate as possible and provide learning about allowable reaction speeds.
Very fast control scheme shall be implemented into the inverter which is supposed to simulate the behavior of inertia-loaded (rotating) generation
units. However, negative effects like oscillations and phase angle changes not to be reproduced. Learning will be generated, such as if this control
scheme is feasible with the given technical units and with the surrounding grid infrastructure. Together with Psymetrix the corresponding possible
frequency stabilization shall be assessed.
Specific response shall be assigned to each technology, so the best overall effect may be achieved. This command & control will be realized by
Alstom and the energy storage unit will take part in the appropriate tests under this working package. During the tests the feasibility of a centrally
controlled frequency response will be assessed, based on the response times and the advantages of local action. The results shall be compared to
those of local command&control as assessed in the previous working package 2.4.5.2. Learning will be provided as which way of control is superior
and if a combination of the two may be worthwhile.
The UK grid has different frequency limits than the continental ENTSO-E has. Since the inverters which are used in this project were made for ENTSOE conditions, their ability to work under the conditions of the UK dynamical low frequency limit (49.2Hz) has to be assessed. Possibly changes in the
software may be necessary.

WP2.5 - Wind
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica

2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.2
2.5.2.1

Initial engineering assessments and scope definition
Define conceptual solution
Initial stress test
Engage with NG Technical Compliance Team
Present proposal to Management Team(s) of target assets
Initiate formal Engineering Change Process
Register internal Engineering Change Proposal

Oct-15
Jan-16
Jan-16
Feb-16
Mar-16
Mar-16
Mar-16

Jan-16
Feb-16
Feb-16
Feb-16
Mar-16
Feb-16
Mar-16

Agree technical performance requirements.
Produce Outline Operational / Engineering Concept Designs,
Compare performance requirements and concepts with the existing operational envelope of the plant (iterate with concept design).
Identify any Technical Compliance parameters or issues
Present Concept to GM's and OM's - Involve Stakeholders
CE Engineering Change Process - CEOL-PG-ENG-PRO-0001
Appoint Engineering Change Group (ECG) , Appoint Independent Assessor(s),

Centrica

2.5.2.2

Initial evaluation of Engineering Change

Mar-16

Mar-16

ECG Conducts Initial Evaluation of Proposal and Categorisation (type A) - Eng, Change number allocated, Nominated Person Appointment

Centrica

2.5.3

Concept Design Review

Mar-16

Jun-16

Centrica
Centrica

2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2

Third party engineering / impact assessment(s)
OEM engineering / impact assesment(s)

Mar-16
Mar-16

May-16
Jun-16

Centrica

2.5.3.3

Internal engineering review, hazard and risk analysis

Feb-16

Jun-16

Centrica
Centrica

2.5.3.4
2.5.4

Allocate any safety / machine protection functions
Finalise specification for engineering design

Feb-16
Jun-16

Jun-16
Jul-16

Verification of concept, Review of proposed operational mode change, operational parameters and likely impact on plant (Trading, Component
lifecycle, emissions, permits, regulatory requirements, functional safety etc.)
Independent Concept Review
Consult with OEM where appropriate (e.g. if approaching or exceeding existing design limits)
Assess OEM and third-party review on plant capability and impact assessments based on the concept , modify concept as required. Identify any
Safety Related System requirements, ECG and Sponsor to agree proposal.
Allocate any Safety Instrumented Function or risk reduction requirements according to risk analysis results.
Finalise Specification for Engineering Design / Change, Operational Parameters etc.
Inform and Involve stakeholders
Inform and Involve stakeholders - Address any NG concerns as early as possible
Design of Fully Engineered Solution - Where practical Include capability to Activate / Deactivate changes
Appoint design team. EIT, Site E/C&I Engineering, OEM (as required)
Site Freeze of Existing Designs & Backup of Configuration Database, Existing Target Code control software etc.. All subsequent modifications to the
affected systems need to be incorporated into the new design
Edit of Functional Diagrams, Compile Target Code changes, prepare documents and drawings (CLC, OLC, Alarms Etc.). Include test Facilities and
ability to enable / disable new functions.
Design changes for operator screens, dynamic / static elements SOE and Alarms as required.
Review modification & any requirements to interface change to other systems
If appropriate Simulate CLC Dynamics and review expected performance (iterate with design cycle)
In relation to any change to Dynamic Performance identify any IET requirements, impact on FON etc and confirm acceptability
Provide Information to ECG and GM for Approvals Process
Final Review by ECG and issue of Technical Approval
Obtain financial approval for any CAPEX requirement - Business Planning Process
Appoint Nominated Persons, begin Planning Process, ensure full lifecycle is covered, include decomissioning plan.
identify outage window / opportunity to implement, Commission and Validate Changes
SAP changes, Testing schedule changes if appropriate, Operations Manuals, decomissioning plans etc
Agree "Division of Responsibilities" - Project team, OEM, Contractors, other stakeholders and third-parties.
IET Tests for Hot Comissioning and any Witness Tests with NG
Prepare work orders / modify any impacted routine work orders
Operations Engineers and Operations Desk Team to take account of new operational modes
Engage with Operations Teams - Inform
Manage Change Implementation, Progress Tracking
Download DCS Processor Code Changes - Activate Changes
Activate and Commission any new HMI Operator Controls / Displays
Activate and Commission any trading system changes
Validation of Changes Prior to Return to Service
Perform loop tests, Simulate inputs and check Control System response is as expected prior to RTS
If required, review changes, modify design, re simulate, return to site for mods and re-test if required
Simulate inputs to test response , perform any pre-witness test requirement
Validation of design, Simulate deviations by Injection, test according to IET schedule, witness tests if required, Carry out full end to end tests under
range of outputs and conditions. Activate system if testing is successful.

Experiments will be conducted concerning power curtailment and power ramp-up in PV power plants in order to deliver frequency response. This is
mainly done using existing hardware and requires only minor hardware changes. Additionally voltage regulation will be performed using a standard
PV inverter as reactive power source. During site preparation its foundation will be prepared along with the installation of necessary
communication cables.
The inverter for reactive power delivery will be installed along with an appropriate control unit. The latter is also supposed to handle or issue any
power curtailment and power ramp-up request during WP 2.3.5.
A ramp-up of previously curtailed PV power shall be used as frequency response. This requires the system to know how much power could be
delivered at maximum power point (MPP), so that a certain amount of reserve power may be dedicated. A model that will deliver this value shall be
established and implemented for the given geographical location. Furthermore the control algorithms for the frequency regulation that will be
tested in WP 2.3.5.1 and 2.3.5.2 shall be implemented in the control hardware installed in WP 2.3.2. According to the definitions of
Psymetrix/Alstom a communications protocol will be implemented in order to enable distant access to the frequency response of the PV power
plant.
Power ramp up and curtailments shall mainly be executed by orders from a central control, which will be established by Psymetrix for this project.
Therefore communication with it has to be established and tested during this WP.
Trials carried out to establish response capability.
During over-frequency events the generated power needs to be reduced to make up for the existing imbalance between production and
consumption, i.e. the overproduction needs to be eliminated. Therefore frequency dependent curtailments of PV power production (“negative
response”) shall be tested following an appropriate response scheme (“P-f-statics”) and/or central control. General grid capacity driven
curtailments may also be effectuated by central control.
As with WP 2.3.5.1 a frequency dependent change in power production shall be effectuated. It shall be tested in positive direction in this WP, i.e.
power increase during under-frequency events will be realized. This requires prior power curtailment of the PV power plant in order to have
additional power accessible. The frequency response will be done by an inverse P-f-statics as in WP 2.3.5.1 and/or central control. The necessary
power curtailments will be based on the software model implemented in WP 2.3.3.
Based on local voltage measurements a response scheme will be implemented to stabilize the local voltage around the PV power plant by reactive
power provision (Q-U-Statics). This shall help to eliminate effects of PV power production and frequency response on the local voltage. Alternatively
reactive power provision may also be centrally ordered.

WP2.4 - Storage
Further investigation of costs and benefits of storage. Particular consideration given to potential use of existing facilities and the value of additional
battery.
Two sites chosen for the positioning of a storage unit (moved between the two): Rainbows Solar Farm, Willersey, Gloucestershire (11 kv) and
Redruth Solar Farm, Cornwall (33 kv).
Medium voltage switch cabinets to be modified; switch gears installed; cables laid; foundations built; low voltage supply has to be installed and
communication cables laid out.; apropriate pathway prepared,; regular access for maintenance.
Container will be delivered, unloaded and positioned; made operational by final installation works; connection to the inverter established and
connected to the grid; operational readiness tested.

Verification of concept, Review of proposed operational mode change, operational parameters and likely impact on plant (Trading, Component
lifecycle, emissions, permits, regulatory requirements, functional safety etc.)
Independent Concept Review
Consult with OEM where appropriate (e.g. if approaching or exceeding existing design limits)
Assess OEM and third-party review on plant capability and impact assessments based on the concept , modify concept as required. Identify any
Safety Related System requirements, ECG and Sponsor to agree proposal.
Allocate any Safety Instrumented Function or risk reduction requirements according to risk analysis results.
Finalise Specification for Engineering Design / Change, Operational Parameters etc.

J

2015
Y1
Y2
F M A M J J A S O N D J

2016
F M A M J

J

2017
Y3
A S O N D J

F M A M J

J

2018
Y4
A S O N D J

F M

Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica

2.2.4.1
2.2.4.2
2.5.5
2.5.5.1

Engage with site E/C&I engineering
Engage with NG compliance team
Detailed Engineering Design
Allocate design resource

Jul-16
Jul-16
Jul-16
Jul-16

Jul-16
Jul-16
Sep-16
Jul-16

Centrica

2.5.5.2

Obtain latest control system design and freeze

Jul-16

Jul-16

Centrica

2.5.5.3

Control system design changes (prior to implementation)

Jul-16

Sep-16

Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica
Centrica

2.5.5.4
2.5.5.5
2.5.5.6
2.5.5.7
2.5.5.8
2.5.6
2.5.7
2.5.8
2.5.8.1
2.5.8.2
2.5.8.3
2.5.8.4
2.5.8.5
2.5.8.6
2.5.8.6.1
2.5.9
2.5.9.1
2.5.9.2
2.5.9.3
2.5.9.4
2.5.9.4.1
2.5.9.4.2
2.5.9.5

Preparation of HMI screens (prior to implementation)
Review changes and integration with existing design
Simulate system response off-line (where applicable)
Engage with NG Technical Compliance Team
Submit final engineering design for internal approval
Issue of Technical Approval
Issue of Financial Approval
Planning
Determine schedule for implementing and commisioning
Plan any changes required to O&M schedules / documents
Identify and allocate resources
Plan and agree any IET requirements
Develop Work Orders
Plan and Organise Operations Team Training
Operations Training
Implement engineering changes according to schedule
Implement DCS Changes
Implement HMI Changes
Implement any trading system changes
Cold Comissioning
Loop Tests and Injections
Review results and make modifications if required
Hot Comissioning

Jul-16
Jul-16
Jul-16
Aug-16
Sep-16
Oct-16
Oct-16
Oct-16
Oct-16
Oct-16
Oct-16
Dec-16
Oct-16
Dec-16
Jan-17
Mar-17
Mar-17
Mar-17
Mar-17
Mar-17
Mar-17
Mar-17
Mar-17

Sep-16
Sep-16
Sep-16
Sep-16
Oct-16
Oct-16
Dec-16
May-17
Dec-16
Dec-16
Dec-16
Jun-17
Dec-16
Dec-16
Mar-17
Jun-17
Jun-17
Jun-17
Jun-17
Jun-17
Jun-17
Jun-17
Jun-17

Centrica

2.5.9.5.1

Test and demonstrate response capability

Mar-17

Jun-17

Centrica

2.5.9.5.2

Review results and make further modifications if required

Mar-17

Jun-17

If required, review changes, re simulate, return to site for mods and re-test if required, ensure changes follow engineering change process

Centrica
2.5.10
Centrica
2.5.11
Centrica
2.5.12
Centrica
2.5.13
WP3 - Optimisation

Monitor Performance
Review impact on plant
Identify any lessons learned.
Verify and record close out of Project

Jun-17
Jun-17
Jun-17
Jun-17

Mar-18
Mar-18
Mar-18
Mar-18

Monitor Performance of new capability, demand and plant impact
Review impact on plant components
Issue lessons learned report if appropriate
Finalise engineering change documents

Manchester

3.1

System studies

Jul-15

Mar-17

Manchester

3.1.1

Frequency response of a system without supervisory control

Jul-15

Sep-15

Manchester

3.1.2

Development of a co-ordinated supervisory control strategy

Oct-15

Sep-16

Manchester

3.1.3

System studies of the co-ordinated supervisory control strategy

Apr-16

Mar-17

Power Factory based system studies to demonstrate the system response without/with supervisory control; Development of the actual supervisory
control strategy; Involvement of RA1 from Manchester and a PhD student from Manchester
System study demonstrating risks if co-ordination is not facilitated.
Selection of the optimal supervisory control strategy; Development of the co-ordinated supervisory control; Demonstration of the supervisory
control using basic IEEE test networks
Assessment of the robustness and efficacy of the developed supervisory control

3.2
Alstom
WP4 - Validation
Manchester &
4.1
Strathclyde

Develop algorithms for Controller Implementation

Jan-16

Mar-17

Collaboration with the academic partners on developing the optimisation algorithms required by controller, including meetings, teleconferences etc

Validation activities through system studies

Apr-15

Sep-17

Power Factory based validation of the EFCC scheme

Manchester &
Strathclyde

4.1.1

Integration of service providers into a representative test power network; assessment of
the frequency response

Apr-15

Sep-15

Power Factory based system study of frequency response of a test network involving service providers and MCS
Equipment (amplifiers for RTDS)
Software (PSS/E software, necessary for reading the existing network models for RTDS)

Manchester &
Strathclyde

4.1.2

Integration of service providers into a representative GB power network; assessment of
the frequency response

Oct-15

Mar-16

Power Factory based system study of frequency response of the GB network involving service providers and MCS

Strathclyde

4.1.3

System studies of networks from 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 under different conditions

Apr-16

Sep-16

Manchester &
Strathclyde

4.2

HiL Validation of the Monitoring and Control Scheme (MCS)

Oct-15

Jun-17

Manchester

4.2.1

Manchester RTDS HiL testing of the MCS

Oct-15

Dec-16

Strathclyde

4.2.2

Strathclyde PNDC testing of the MCS

Jul-16

Mar-17

4.2.3

HiL Validation of the MCS under different conditions (combined RTDS and PNDC)

Jan-17

Jun-17

HiL testing for a variety of the system conditions and demonstration of the MCS capabilities

4.3

RTDS/PNDC testing of the individual responses of various EFCC-enabled sources/loads

Apr-16

Sep-17

Use of the HiL and PNDC to test both the sensitivity and stability of the EFCC scheme and its operation under various transient conditions; Detailed
results will be logged an compared with the outcomes of earlier system studies

4.4

Validation of the co-ordinated supervisory control

Oct-16

Sep-17

RSCAD model development; creation of an appropriate PNDC setup; Testing of the proposed co-ordinated supervisory control

Manchester

4.4.1

Manchester RTDS HiL testing of the co-ordinated supervisory control

Oct-16

Sep-17

Strathclyde

4.4.2

Strathclyde PNDC testing of the co-ordinated supervisory control

Apr-17

Sep-17

Manchester &
Strathclyde
Manchester &
Strathclyde
Manchester &
Strathclyde

WP5 - Dissemination
5.1
Alstom

Inform and Involve stakeholders
Inform and Involve stakeholders - Address any NG concerns as early as possible
Design of Fully Engineered Solution - Where practical Include capability to Activate / Deactivate changes
Appoint design team. EIT, Site E/C&I Engineering, OEM (as required)
Site Freeze of Existing Designs & Backup of Configuration Database, Existing Target Code control software etc.. All subsequent modifications to the
affected systems need to be incorporated into the new design
Edit of Functional Diagrams, Compile Target Code changes, prepare documents and drawings (CLC, OLC, Alarms Etc.). Include test Facilities and
ability to enable / disable new functions.
Design changes for operator screens, dynamic / static elements SOE and Alarms as required.
Review modification & any requirements to interface change to other systems
If appropriate Simulate CLC Dynamics and review expected performance (iterate with design cycle)
In relation to any change to Dynamic Performance identify any IET requirements, impact on FON etc and confirm acceptability
Provide Information to ECG and GM for Approvals Process
Final Review by ECG and issue of Technical Approval
Obtain financial approval for any CAPEX requirement - Business Planning Process
Appoint Nominated Persons, begin Planning Process, ensure full lifecycle is covered, include decomissioning plan.
Identify outage window / opportunity to implement, Commission and Validate Changes
SAP changes, Testing schedule changes if appropriate, Operations Manuals, decomissioning plans etc
Agree "Division of Responsibilities" - Project team, OEM, Contractors, other stakeholders and third-parties.
IET Tests for Hot Comissioning and any Witness Tests with NG
Prepare work orders / modify any impacted routine work orders
Operations Engineers and Operations Desk Team to take account of new operational modes
Engage with Operations Teams - Inform
Manage Change Implementation, Progress Tracking
Download DCS Processor Code Changes - Activate Changes
Activate and Commission any new HMI Operator Controls / Displays
Activate and Commission any trading system changes
Validation of Changes Prior to Return to Service
Perform loop tests, Simulate inputs and check Control System response is as expected prior to RTS
If required, review changes, modify design, re simulate, return to site for mods and re-test if required
Simulate inputs to test response , perform any pre-witness test requirement
Validation of design, Simulate deviations by Injection, test according to IET schedule, witness tests if required, Carry out full end to end tests under
range of outputs and conditions. Activate system if testing is successful.

Assessment of the system response using Monte-Carlo approach and integrated impact of service providers to the system frequency response for a
variety of operational conditions
Development of appropriate RSCAD models for the purpose of the RTDS-type testing; Creation of a suitable network in PNDC and testing using
actual system components
Equipment - use of RTDS
RSCAD model development; RTDS testing; Assessment of a range of system cases and operational conditions
Creation of an appropriate physical model suitable for the testing of frequency response and the proposed MCS; Assessment of realistic situations
and demonstration of the capabilities of the MCS. Testing under a variety of frequency transients and testing robustness of MCS to non-frequency
transients (e.g. voltage dips, short circuit faults, etc.).

Development of a detailed RSCAD model; RTDS HiL testing; demonstration of the capabilities and limitations of the proposed supervisory control
strategy
Creation of an appropriate PNDC laboratory setup; ; PNDC HiL testing; demonstration of the capabilities and limitations of the proposed supervisory
control strategy

Ongoing dissemination

Apr-15

Mar-18

Manchester &
Strathclyde

5.1.1

Co-ordinated Internal Knowledge Dissemination

Apr-15

Mar-18

Knowledge pertaining to the control scheme and algorithm will require Alstom involvement in the dessimenation
Organisation of Industrial Stakeholders Workshops; Exchange of key skills relevant for understanding of frequency control in future networks; Crossfertilisation of industrial and academic views; Use of The Manchester RTDS and Strathclyde PNDC as a support and showcase for the co-ordinated
Internal Knowledge Dissemination

Manchester &
Strathclyde

5.2

Co-ordinated External Knowledge Dissemination

Apr-15

Mar-18

Collaboration with European, USA, Chinese, Indian, Brazilian… industry and academic partners; Participation in IEEE and Cigre Working Groups and
Task Forces; Academic conference and journal papers, website and project newsletters, events at PNDC/Strathclyde/Manchester.

Contributing to creation of new policies and standards

Apr-15

Mar-18

Grid Code updates/modifications; Existing PMU/Data Concentrator Standards updates;

Knowledge Dissemination through Public Domain Engagements

Apr-15

Mar-18

EFCC Website; Project progress reports; Annual Conferences

Specialised Training Courses

Apr-15

Mar-18

At Manchester and Strathclyde, using the HiL facilities

Final results shared

Oct-17

Mar-18

Project Close Down Report and Evaluation Workshop (3 days); A joint academic paper addressing the key project deliverables

Investigate commercial opportunities

Jul-15

Mar-18

Investigate commercial opportunities
Valuation of new balancing service
Valuation of new balancing service
Develop commercial balancing service
Develop commercial balancing service

Jul-15
Jan-17
Jan-17
Jan-17
Jan-17

Mar-18
Mar-18
Mar-18
Mar-18
Mar-18

Involvement of the RA2 from Manchester + Partners; Manchester RA2 will be assessing the reliability of the proposed EFCC scheme, as well as the
economic value of the scheme
Alstom participation in these discussion
NG leads valuation of new balancing services
Involvement of the RA2 from Manchester
NG leads development of commercial balancing services
Involvement of the RA2 from Manchester

Assessment of communications
Adaptation of existing communication platform for EFCC
Compliance process
Balancing system evaluation
Communincations evaluation
Contingency plan evaluation

Jan-15
Jan-15
Jul-15
Jul-15
Jul-15
Jul-15

Dec-17
Jun-15
Dec-17
Dec-17
Dec-17
Dec-17

Full and thorough assessment of current communications capabilities
Existing platform will be assessed and adapted.
Defining the compliance process for service providers (for roll out)
Evaluate balancing system upgrades needed to accept EFCC service
Evaluate comms link risk
Evaluate contingency plan if EFCC service fails to be delivered

Manchester &
5.3
Strathclyde
Manchester &
5.4
Strathclyde
Manchester &
5.5
Strathclyde
Manchester &
5.6
Strathclyde
WP6 - Commercial
6.1
NG
6.1.1
Alstom
6.2
NG
6.2.1
Manchester
6.3
NG
6.3.1
Manchester
WP7 - Communications
7.1
NG
7.1.1
NG
7.1.2
NG
7.1.3
NG
7.1.4
NG
7.1.5
NG

Appendix 4: Project Risk Register, Risk Management and Contingency Plans
`

Project: Enhanced Frequency Control Capability
As at: 02/10/2014
Risk
No.

WorkStream
s / Area

2

General

3

General

4

General

5

General

6

General

7

General

Risk Description

Partners leave project before
completion.

Estimated costs are substantially
different to actual costs.

Material costs increase.

8

General

9

General

10

General

11

General

General

14

General

Reputational
Impact (1 - 5)

RAG

Project Manager

3

2

3

9

Project Manager

1

3

2

3

3

2

3

9

1

3

4

4

2

2

3

6

Suppliers

4

2

3

12

Suppliers

4

2

3

12

We have fully considered future developments
Steering Group and scenarios. We have ensured usefulness of
solution matches planning of system.
Knowledge of, and rsponsibility for, project to not
rely with one person. Ensure documentation and
Steering Group guidance exists to assist anyone joining project
team. Thorough handover processes to be in
place.
All partners have been assessed based on
reputation, track record and responses to NG
Project Manager tender. Ensure that price is not the prioritised
criteria. Ensure quality control procedures are in
place and followed throughout project.
Fully consider future requirements and build
these into specification. Ensure flexibility is built
in.
Project Manager

3

3

3

9

Full long-term costs of solution have been
Steering Group considered as part of detailed CBA calculations.

The cost of materials rises for
unforeseen circumstances.

Technology cannot be easily
upgraded.

Monitoring and control technology
and/or response equipment is
designed without full consideration
for future developments.

Technology is less useful in the
future as the electricity system
continues to develop. Required
upgrades are costly or not
possible.

Costs of solution over lifetime are
high.

Full cost of solution is not
considered and/or understood.

Academic service providers are
unable to recruit appropriate staff
to work on the project.

Lack of suitable candidates or
interest in the project.

Future usefulness and commercial
Project Manager
opportunities of solution are
restricted.
Trials are limited or unable to take
place. The suitability and
Academic Project
performance of the technology is
Manager
not established.

Component failure during project.

Equipment will be run in new ways The equipment may require repair
and therefore may experience
or replacement. The tests may be
problems or failures.
delayed.

Inefficient operation of MCS.

Suppliers

Manufacturer recommends
intensive and regular maintenance
activities which do not fit with
project owner's expectations.

Technical fault leads to oss of
telecommunications between
systems.
MCS not configured correctly
which results in spurious tripping or
excessive ammounts of control
initation commands.

Regular intensive maintenance
requires additional resource of field
staff and potentially affecting the
network operation thus reduce
power transfer levels and potential
constraint costs.

General

Installation

General

Communications
18

General

19

General

20

General

21

General

22

Health,
Safety &
Environmenta
l

23

WP1 Control
System

24

WP1 Control
System

WP1 Control
System

Supplier of TO/TSO delay on Base
InstallDelays in implementing control
scheme platforms and comms
routes to
PMUs/Controllers/controllable
resources. Co-ordination of
National Grid and supplier staff
availability.
Communication Infrastructure is
not fit for purpose.

Delays in key control scheme
component will push back the
trialling period and thus reducing
the avilable time for reports, tuning
dissementation.

3

3

9

3

3

3

9

3

3

2

9

3

3

3

9

3

3

3

9

3

3

4

12

2

1

1

2

3

The existing communication
infrastructure may inhibit the speed
of response of a control reducing
scheme effectiveness.

Outage required for commissioning Inability to obtain the relevant
outages for commissioning.

Possible delays to commissioning
programme, or cost of outage.

Commissioning

Commissioning procedures
encounter problems.

Delays in commissioning the
project.

Capital costs

Costs higher than anticipated

Project budget exceeded

New equipment

Lack of experience and knowledge Health and safety risks present as
regarding new pieces of equipment a result of lack of experience.
Inefficient working could result.
Note that controller is low voltage
equipment, and actions are taken
through existing standard
protection and control equipment.
Problems with design and build.
Project is delayed.

Technology partner fails to deliver
suitable product on time.

3

Over-response from resources
reducing stability, excessive setpoint changes in generators
reducing asset lifetime/

Excessive OPEX costs compared
to current alternatives.

Technical specification lacks the
clarity required to deliver the
technology, or contains errors.

Requirements not fully understood. The technology developed may not
Quality control processes
match requirements or be suitable.
insufficient.

Flexible embedded real-time
controller not commercially
available

A controller with the flexibility to
employ the required algorithm is
not currently available and will
require significant development
effort. Resources must be in place
for a timely start to the platform
development

Delays in sourcing suitable
resources may extend the
development period and delay
deployment and trialling of the
project

Action Plan

Ensure thorough contracts in place. Procurement
processes have considered ongoing size and
Steering Group reliability of partners. Replacement partners have
been considered and could be approached if
required.
Ensure cost estimates are thorough and realistic
and reflect full scope of work. Validate estimates
Steering Group based on tenders and market knowledge.
Appropriate contingency to be included.

Control
Opinion

Effective

Effective

Steering Group

Effective

Academics have a large internal candidate-base
of experienced PDRAs that are already interested
in working on this project and will advertise widely
Project Manager
upon award of project. Reputation and facilities of
partners will attract high-calibre candidates.

Project Manager

Thorough checks before tests. Clear
understanding of equipment capabilities.
Particular stress points identified. Spare parts and
repairs lined up.
Cntingency plans will be drawn up to include
potential alternative monitoring locations which
could be used in the event of equipment and/or
communications failure for continued operation.
Off-the shelf products that are readily replaceable
are used. The proposed structure will contain a
number of PMUs in each zone which should allow
continued supervisory actions with the loss of a
device. For the controller, redundancy will be
planned for to ensure the loss of the controller is
suitably backed-up.

Effective

Effective

Effective

Effective

Effective

Effective

Effective

Effective

Seek to work with the manufacturers to
understand maintenance requirements and the
impact on the design or selection of components.

Reduced availability and
performance.

Cost for inspection, maintenance,
repairs, spares, etc. are higher
than expected.

Escalate To

Define cost risk owner.

Spares Policy for new technology If suitable spares are not identified
may not be suitable when taking all and available, the risks of losing
risks into account.
the PMU/Controller in the network
may reduce effectiveness of
project.

General

High operation and maintenance
costs.

25

Financial
Impact (1
- 5)

The solution offered is not reliable
and commercial opportunities will
be reduced. Costs are incurred
through delays and replacements.

Loss of telecommunications.

17

Full scope of work is not
Potential project funding gap.
understood. Cost estimates are not Alternative funding is required or
validated. Project is not managed the project scope is reduced.
closely.

Likelihood
(1-5)

General

13

16

Decision is taken by partner to
Work is lost or unable to
leave the project. Reason could be commence and the usefulness of
commercial, operational, etc.
the results of project is reduced or
project is delayed.

Risk Owner

Quality of technology is insufficient - Least cost option taken ahead of
the monitoring and control system quality and reliability
and/or equipment installed at
considerations; quality control
response sites.
insufficient at suppliers.

Maintenance requirements

15

Consequence

Potential project funding gap.
Project Manager
Alternative funding is required or
the project scope is reduced.
Significant changes to the GB
Priorities or strategies for planning Solution may no longer be suitable.
Project Manager
electricity system during the life of and managing the GB system may Assumptions may no longer be
the project.
change.
accurate or appropriate.
Critical staff leave National Grid or Usual and unavoidable staff
Progress of the project is delayed.
our project partners during project turnover results in key staff leaving The expertise to deliver the project
Project Manager
lifecycle.
National Grid or our project
is no longer within the project
partners.
team.

Strategic Spares Policy.

12

Cause

1

3

9

2

1

2

4

2

1

3

6

2

1

3

6

2

1

2

4

Project Manager

2

1

4

8

Alstom

3

2

2

6

Alstom

3

2

3

9

Alstom

3

1

2

6

Remote VPN access to controller for remote
logging and maintenance, especially for beta
release stages.
Design scheme for continued operation or
graceful degredation in the event of a loss of
telecommunications.
The scheme will be extensively tested in a
laboratory environment before any network
deployment. The system will also be evaluated
using recorded measurements from the GB
systems allowing tuning and configuration in a
safe environment. Academic partners will also
provide suitable facilities to test response on
generators to reduce risk to assets after
deployment.
Maintenance requirements and spares etc
identified during Tender evaluation.
Further work to be carried out to fully determine
OPEX requirements
Select vendor with track record of commercial
WAMS installations. Supplier must have
experience of deploying in utility environment.
Direct support by supplier via VPN for diagnosis.
Comprehensive training by Supplier for IT
personnel in all 3 partners in IT requirements of
WAMS project.

Work closely with National Grid and partners to
ensure that new comms links not critical to project
success. Ensure that the communications
infrastructure is well understood and the chosen
control scheme can best work with available
infrastructure.
Outages identified and incorporated in Scheme
Requirement Document
Identify and agree all the commissioning
procedures with the supplier for the new
technology, and the problems that might be
encountered
FIDIC contract, Contractor takes risk.
Commodity price to be hedged
Specialist tools and training required for
maintenance activity. Procedures to be
developed. Controller to go through rigorous
Steering Group testing.

Contracts to be put in place to penalise delays.
Clear specification requirements in place.
Project Manager Development of technology to be closely
managed to identify and resolve potential
problems.
Care to be taken over technical specification, with
input from all relevant partners. Review process
Project Manager in place and then regular communication with
Alstom and other partners to identify and resolve
issues quickly.
Source suitable development resources in
advance of project start date to ensure that timely
start can be made to project.
Project Manager

Effective

Effective

Effective

Effective

Effective

Effective

Effective

Effective

Effective

Effective

Effective

Effective

Effective

Event detection and response
algorithms not available on
embedded real-time controller
26

WP1 Control
System

Resource Interoperability

27

WP1 Control
System

28

WP1 Control
System

29

WP1 Control
System

Resource Flexibility

Control Scheme trial outcome

Controller scalability for roll-out

30

WP1 Control
System

Additional testing and tuning

31

WP1 Control
System

Data Quality

32

WP1 Control
System

ROCOF Trip Risk

33

WP1 Control
System

Flexitricity is unable to provide
participants for planned trials.
34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

WP2.1 - DSR

WP2.1 - DSR

The controller will use custom
functions which are not currently
available on the embedded control
platform for determining of
appropriate reaction. These
functions will require development
and testing before deployment.
New control approaches need
developed.
Using distributed resources for
frequency response is untested in
the UK and the availability of
resources when called upon is
critical. There must exist a
sufficient information exchange
between the controller and the
individual resources so that
resources can be called upon in a
timely manner.
Resources do not offer enough
flexibility for control under
proposed control scheme, either
offering response which is difficult
to quantify or response which is
difficult to tune
Due to the innovative nature of the
project, the selected control
scheme when trialled may yield
negative results, or introduce
additional problems.

Extension required for the
development period which adds
delays to all consecutive elements
of the project.

The controller will be developed for
trial locations using a limited
number of sites and corresponding
PMU measurments. The control
platform may see reduced
performance due to increased
amounts of measurement and
resource data with larger-scale rollout. An additional risk stems from
exceeding the computational
capacity of the controller with
complex algorithms and increased
inputs, e.g. more resources to
optimise.

Timely roll-out of the scheme could
be put at risk adding significant
delays to full effectiveness of the
scheme and putting the learning
from the project into action. The
risk for this stage of the project is
minimal.

The controller may require
additional tests and fine tuning
based on real system
measurements ifrom the UK
network to ensure robust
operation. Data will need to be
gathered over a sufficient period to
determine the control scheme
performent.
Inadequate data quality from
PMUs due to problems with
communications infrastructure,
incompatible PMUs or from
existing PMUs where experience
has shown poor quality data.

the selected control scheme will be
unable to effectively deploy
resources to arrest a frequency
excursion

Controllable resources which are
called upon to arrest frequency
excursion may be conflicted by
own Loss of Mains RoCoF settings
and trip. Also, risk of fast response
rolling off at df/dt=0 when it should
be sustained.

Alstom

Lack of comms path or
interoperability issues between the
controller and the resources may
lead to delayed initiation of
response and reduced ability of the
central control scheme to halt
frequency excursions.

May require redesign of the control
scheme adding delays to
deployment

The selected control scheme will
be unable to effectively deploy
resources to arrest a frequency
excursion

Loss of effectiveness of resources unavailable for frequency support
or prematurely returned to normal
service.

Complex technical interaction with Ability of DSR to deliver EFCC not
existing commercial site processes proven

WP2.1 - DSR

WP2.4 Storage
WP2.5 Wind

WP3 Optimisation

Alstom

4

2

3

12

Alstom

3

2

3

9

Alstom

3

2

3

9

Alstom

3

4

3

12

Alstom

DSR trials prove infeasible

Alstom

Flexitricity

Cannot dispatch certain resources
fast enough
Project does not result in economic
source of EFCC from DSR

Unable to operate trial for sufficient
time; some customers are ready
too late for trial
Participation is limited and scope
of project is lessened.

Insufficient test conditions will lead
to delays in testing.

Issues around grid connection and The project is delayed.
accessibility cause delays.
Lack of communication or timely
response from OEM.

Detailed models of the various
Poor communication and project
technology types are not made
management. Possible restrictions
available to academic partners for on data.
system studies.

2

2

2

4

4

2

4

1

1

3

2

2

3

8

4

12

Flexitricity

3

2

4

12

Project Manager

Plan demonstration without critical requirement
for communication path to all response providers.
Evaluate local control and assess the added
benefit that central control brings if made
available.
Collaborate closely with project partners through
all stages to ensure that control scheme is
designed according to limits of operation of
Project Manager
various resource types. Especially, collaboration
between Alstom and Academic Partners on
optimisation.
The risk is mitigated by using a number of
candidate solutions which will be based on widearea control, local-control and a hybrid-approach
Project Manager
using both. If any problems arise from one
candidate solution, other solutions will be readily
available
Labaratory testing will allow scalability testing
which can be used to test the control platform with
a greater number of inputs than will be utilised in
trialling. This will both allow the limits of the control
platform to be found and define new methods by
which to overcome these limits.
How to deploy the control system for larger rollProject Manager out will then be a learning outcome of the project
minimising the risk of delayed roll-out.

Effective

Effective

Effective

Effective

Lack of required data. Lack of
expertise on project.

Lack of resources dedicated to
dissemination. Failure to deliver
events, website, etc.

A major benefit of, and reason for,
the project is lost. Performance of
solution and lessons learned are
not shared.

Market for EFCC not taken up by
WP6 possible resource providers.
Commercial

Knowledge not disseminated,
meaning providers unable to
prepare. Commercial
arrangements not attractive.

The successful roll out of the
solution will be delayed.

Require proof of prior installations with good data
availability. Use PMUs that have evidence of
acceptable practical performance, and standards
compliance where possible. Applications to be
Project Manager
robust to data packet loss.
Review of data quality issues and
resolution/improvement to be carried out.
For trial purposes, RoCoF should be sufficiently
low to avoid conflicts of LoM detection, however
studies will be carried out to assess the problem
for future roll-out. Project will provide learning
Project Manager
outcome which can be used to inform future grid
codes. Also, co-ordination of control to ensure
smooth transitions between stages of response.

Project Manager

Work with Flexitricity to identify, and begin
negotiations with, potential participants as a
matter of priority once project commences.

Effective

Effective

Effective

Effective

Project Manager

Effective

2

4

4

8

Project Manager

Effective

Investigate technical feasibility for higher risk
technical approaches (especially simulated
inertia) prior to trials
Include at least one fast-acting technical
Project Manager approach (RoCoF) for DSR, to compensate for
other possible signalling delays
Pursue three separate technical approaches to
spread risk (RoCoF, real inertia, simulated
Project Manager
inertia).

Effective

Flexitricity

2

3

3

6

Flexitricity

2

3

4

8

Flexitricity

3

3

3

9

Commence EP recruitment during phase 1; show
Project Manager flexibility on trial dates and durations

Centrica

2

3

3

6

Project Manager

Belectric

3

1

1

3

Project Manager

Effective

9

Careful and detailed up-front planning; project
Project Manager plan not too tight

Effective

6

Draw up "heads ot terms" with OEM. Pay OEM
Project Manager (from funding) for relevent technical input.

Effective

Centrica to manage upgrade process closely.
Timescales to be monitored and communicated to
National Grid.

Effective

Effective

Effective

Plan tests in summer.

Belectric

Centrica
Without detailed technology
models, any optimised control
scheme will be based on generic
assumptions about technology
capabilities which may not be
accurate. As such, true
performance will not align with
simulated performance.
Wide scale rollout may be severely
impacted by issues not flagged
during the validation phase.

Information gathered from VISOR can provide an
extended period of system measurements. This
data can be replayed in the laboratory
environment to test the control scheme with real
Project Manager measurements from the UK system to validate
the behaviour while also allowing a longer capture
period for sufficient disturbances.

Pursue three separate technical approaches to
spread risk (RoCoF, real inertia, simulated
inertia).

3

2

3

The project is delayed.

Unable to model the UK network
with sufficient detail using the
RTDS facilities in order to
thoroughly validate proposed
control solutions.
Knowledge gained from project is
WP5 not adequately shared with
Disseminatio industry and other interested
n
parties.
WP4 Validation

Effective

Appendix 5, Detailed Project Description,
describes the incentives offered.
Use Flexitricity's extensive existing customer base
and contracting process for recruitment

Flexitricity

Delayed installation and
commissioning due to local
problems.
Windfarm operators struggle to get
relevant technical input from OEM.

4

Controller Application value and
performance reduced

I&C energy managers' workloads, Ability of DSR to deliver EFCC not
comprehension of the proposition, proven
duration of trials, uncertainty of
long-term commercial service,
opportunity cost

Controls modifications (especially
RoCoF and simulated inertia),
spark spread (especially real
inertia)
DSR deployment lead time too
Normal delays in dealing with
WP2.1 - DSR long
industrial and commercial energy
users
Modifications to power stations are Power stations proposed by
WP2.2 not completed in time for project.
Centrica are in the process of
Large-scale
being upgraded. These upgrades
generation
may be delayed.
Bad weather (low irradiation).
Poor weather conditions will mean
WP2.3 - PV
that trials cannot take place.
power plant

2

Agree common standards and offier a simple IO
for all controllable components through standard
interface protocols which will be agreed upon by
all controllable resources.

Alstom

Timing, risk and commercial terms Trials are limited or unable to take
makes it difficult to recruit DSR
place. The suitability and
participants.
performance of the technology is
not established.

Long signalling chain including
communicating with remote sites

1

Controller development path enables easy porting
between hardware platforms - if greater
performance required, other hardware will be
available by end of project.

DSR recruitment: industrial and
commercial electriciy customers
unwilling to participate

Total delay between detection and
WP2.1 - DSR action too long for distributed
resources including DSR
Cost of DSR too high for largescale roll-out
WP2.1 - DSR

2

Staged approach to application development with
simple initial target in first year. Allow sufficent
resources for all stages of algorithm development
to ensure that sufficient effort is dedicated to the
Project Manager project at an early stage to avoid any delays and
allow for sufficient resource for modification based
on the outcomes of the early testing.

3

2

2

Establish communication channels. Specify data
requirements early. Closely manage process and
follow-up on any delays.
Universities

2

2

3

6

Project Manager

Effective

Universities

2

3

3

6

Academic team contains expert knowledge. All
data to be provided in timely manner. Problems to
Project Manager be escalated to Project Manager.

Effective

Universities

1

2

3

3

Project Manager

2

4

4

8

Ensure knowledge sharing is a priority of project.
Establish formal processes to disseminate results,
Project Manager reports, etc. Use working group, internet,
academic partners to facilitate sharing.

Steering Group

Ensure that knowledge is shared. Establish clear
communication channels with interested parties.
Develop commercial terms thoroughly prior to roll
out.

Effective

Effective
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Appendix 5: Detailed Project Description
A5.1

The Move to Renewables

The key driver of EFCC is the continuing move to renewables within the GB electricity
industry. Figure A5.1 below, taken from National Grid’s Future Energy Supply document
[1], illustrates the huge increase expected in renewables under both National Grid’s
Slow Progression and Gone Green scenarios.

Figure A5.1 - Future Generation Mix as forecasted by Future Energy Scenarios

A5.2

System Frequency

System frequency is a measure of the dynamic balance between energy generated
and consumed. It is a continuously changing variable that is determined and controlled
by the second-by-second (real time) balance between system demand and total
generation. National Grid uses response to control frequency. There are two types of
Frequency Response:


Dynamic Frequency Response is a continuously provided service used to manage
the normal second by second changes on the system.



Non Dynamic (Static) Frequency Response is usually a discrete service triggered
at a defined frequency level.

National Grid also uses reserves to balance the system. To be able to deal with
unforeseen demand increases and/or generation unavailability, National Grid needs to
access sources of power variation in the form of either generation or demand. These
additional power sources available to National Grid are referred to as reserve and
comprise synchronous and non-synchronous sources. Figure A5.2 below depicts the
timescales relevant to the different forms of response available.

Figure A5.2 - Response timescales

A5.3

System inertia

Here we build on the explanation of system inertia given in Section 2.
Inertial Contribution: Synchronous Generators
In a synchronous generator, inertia is provided by the turbine shaft and its attachments,
comprising the alternator, high, medium and low pressure turbines etc. (see Figure A5.3
below).
[1] http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/Electricity/ten-year-statement/current-elec-tys/
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Figure A5.3 - Rotating mass (turbine shaft) of a large synchronous power plant

The physical rotational kinetic energy stored in such a turbine shaft and its attachments
in motion is given by ½ J ω2 where J is its total moment of inertia in kg m2 and ω is its
rotational speed in rad/s.
The per unit “H constant” for rotating machines is defined as the ratio of the above
physical rotational kinetic energy and the MVA rating of the machine. Its units are MWs
per MVA, or, equivalently, seconds (see Figure A5.4 below).
Large synchronous generators are the main sources of inertia for the transmission
system, and as such play the major role both in limiting RoCoF and in the containment
of system frequency change following an unscheduled loss (disconnection) of generation
or demand from the system.
The inertial requirements for transient (rotor angle) stability are also mainly provided by
the inertias of synchronous generating plant.
Inertial Contribution : Wind Farms, Solar PV Installations and HVDC Links
Wind Farms
Except in the case of the older, simpler Induction Generator (or “Danish”) design, wind
turbines can provide little or no inertia to the system, because in both of the two newer
Doubly-Fed Induction Generator and Full Converter designs, the wind turbine with its
rotating mass is effectively de-coupled from the transmission system by the AC/DC
Converter (see Figure A5.4 below).

Figure A5.4 - Wind generation technologies deliver low or almost no Inertia

In other words, the two newer wind technologies cannot be used as sources of natural
inertia for the purpose of frequency response. They can, however, be made to vary their
MW output to give so-called “synthetic” inertia. However, there are certain technical
challenges associated with this approach, because the varying of MW output is not a true
replacement for “natural” inertia.
Solar PV
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Solar PV installations do not contain any rotating parts, therefore have no natural
inertia. However, it is possible that they could be made to vary their MW output for
frequency response purposes.
HVDC Links
Similarly, this type of plant has no natural inertia. Certain HVDC links, however, are
already being used as “static” response: when the system frequency falls below a certain
pre-defined level, a change in MW output is triggered which contributes to overall
frequency response requirements.
A5.3.1

Summary

The charts below (Figure A5.5) illustrate how system inertia, at different demand levels,
will decrease over the next 20 years under National Grid’s Slow Progression and Gone
Green scenarios. Low inertia is a particular problem during periods of low demand, such
as overnight.

Figure A5.5 Decrease in system inertia under Future Energy Scenarios
A5.4

The impact of reduced/variable system inertia

System inertia is forecast to decrease from the current level of 360GW/s down to
150GW/s by 2025 under National Grid’s Slow Progression scenario and 2022 under Gone
Green. The rate of change of frequency (RoCoF) following a system event such as the
loss of a power station correspondingly increases from a current level of 0.125Hz/s to
0.3Hz/s (similar size of loss).
Figure A5.6 below depicts the effect on frequency of a system event such as the loss of
a power station on the system as it is now, with high inertia and RoCoF of
0.125Hz/s. On average, thermal plant starts to provide primary response two seconds
after the event. Within these two seconds, however, synchronous plant is providing a
“natural” inertial response. Frequency has dropped 0.25Hz after two seconds (0.125 x
2). The ramp rate (shown in red) is the rate of response provided, measured in MW/s.
The rate of change of frequency in this case is 0.125Hz/s, and the response service is
able to avoid a severe drop in frequency (as shown in blue), despite the initial delay in
primary response initiation.
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Figure A5.6 Frequency response under high system inertia conditions

Figure A5.7 below shows the effect of the same system event when the level of system
inertia is low and RoCoF is 0.3Hz/s. The rate of change of frequency is now much
higher and the frequency excursion is therefore faster and larger, quickly reaching
dangerously low levels. There is the same delay between the event and the response as
in Figure A5.6, but now during this time there is limited system inertia available to
provide response. Frequency has dropped 0.6Hz after two seconds (0.3 x 2). By the
time primary response initiates, a much greater volume of response is required to arrest
frequency decline. When system inertia is low the delay between the event and the
response becomes more critical.
Moreover, depending on the level of the penetration of converter-connected generation,
the system inertia will become increasingly variable over time, as the generation mix
will consist of a far wider variety of technologies with distinctly different levels of inertia.
Further, the reduction of inertia is not uniform across the grid. Areas with high
renewable generation will show greater frequency deviations during disturbances (within
the first few seconds) than areas where rotating plants are concentrated. An accelerated
frequency response service is proposed that will address both the overall inertia change
and the geographic variations.

Figure A5.7 Frequency response under low system inertia conditions

A5.5

Related challenges

RoCoF-based relays
The majority of embedded generation is protected by RoCoF-based relays. The purpose
of this relay is to detect a localised islanding condition (when the area of the network
where the embedded generator connects is isolated from the rest of the grid), and
disconnect the embedded generator (to ensure no generation is running so the network
can be reconnected to the main grid later without concerns over reconnecting two
unsynchronised areas – furthermore, islanded systems may often be unearthed, which
represents a very hazardous situation). RoCoF relay cannot always discriminate between
loss of mains and system disturbances, particularly when the rate of change of
frequency is high. There is a danger, therefore, that embedded generation may be
automatically switched off following a system event and corresponding movement in
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frequency. This can potentially lead to a cascading loss of embedded generation. This
becomes an issue with increasing embedded generation penetration.
EFCC will enable rapid response to help control RoCoF. This will help avoid problems with
local RoCoF-based relays.
Generator withstand capability
The ability of a generator to withstand a frequency deviation depends on such factors as
its inertia, rotor angle, reactance and power factor. Some of these are also relevant to
Transient Stability (see below).
Generator tripping
This can be a consequence of a large frequency deviation. A large and rapid system
frequency deviation causes acceleration or deceleration of the turbine and governor
systems, and consequent stresses. This can lead to generation tripping, particularly in
larger thermal units. Generation tripping after the initial disturbance destabilises the
system further and can lead to cascading outage. EFCC reduces the extent of frequency
deviation and the rate of change, thus reducing risk of further generator tripping.
Power oscillations and recovery post-fault
The larger the disturbance, the larger the initial amplitude of rotor oscillation. There are
two types of oscillations involved in the system response to large disturbances:
1. Generator rotor angle oscillations, typically around 0.2-2Hz, risking generator
tripping or islanding, and managed by control design for damping.
2. Generator speed governor control oscillations, with the risk of frequency
instability increasing with reduced inertia and accelerated proportional control
(such as frequency droop).
EFCC reduces the initial disturbance and oscillation amplitude, and introduces a
frequency control response without a closed-loop droop characteristic, thus improving
both oscillation issues.
Transient stability
This relates to the ability of areas of the system to return to a stable, synchronous
steady state following a disturbance. Reducing inertia results in greater deviation of the
disturbed region and increased risk of loss of grid synchronism. Regional deviations in
inertia are important in the transient stability problem. EFCC reduces the regional
deviations of frequency and reduces risk of islanding.
A5.6

Detailed Work Packages

WP1 – Control system
WP1 is explained further in Appendix 10.
The control system development includes:


Algorithm for identifying a frequency disturbance as quickly as possible,
differentiating localised faults and network events from generation/load
disturbance



Method for identifying the area in which the event trigger occurs



Method for identifying the target proportionate frequency response, where
appropriate using an initial controlled action (i.e. a fast-response reserve
command) and the observed system response
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Call of reserve from available resources, prioritising fast response in locality of
the disturbance event.



Rules for initiating replacement for time-limited fast response (e.g. battery
storage, wind control) with longer-term response (e.g. demand-side response)



Fast real-time control platform (20ms controller response) on which the control
scheme is deployed. This control platform will include PMU inputs, enable flexible
control scheme deployment, and provide links to controllable resources

The demonstration includes:


Building a library of reference events, based on real data from the GB WAMS
system and simulated disturbances for testing. Evaluation of control scheme
response relative to expected response



Validating and comparing candidate control schemes based on the reference
events above. Software and hardware validation are included



Deploying control scheme, confirming end-to-end communication from PMUs
through the controller to frequency response schemes, in preparation for Phase 2



Tuning the control scheme on the basis of experience gained in Phases 2&3

WP1 and the sub-tasks are summarised below.
1.1 Applications
Applications on controller to detect frequency events and initiate action
Detection
-

System-wide signals including frequency, RoCoF and phase-angle to be collected
from zones, aggregated and processed
Coherency between zonal signals to characterise frequency events
Fine-tuning with real disturbances captured during project before any network
implementation or trialling

Targeted Response
-

Determine location and level of response required
Compare zonal aggregate signals and select zone where frequency / angle move first
– the trigger location

Resource Dispatching
-

Select available resources in a zone. Resources have diverse time-characteristics
which must be considered before initiating the response
Simple set of rules to govern resources behaviour over time for replacement of
depleted resources with new resources
Accounting for ramp rates with fast, but shorter duration resources
Rules must be designed to allow for easy addition of new services if they become
available in the future.
Validation of successful resource deployment and transition from wide-area to local
control

1.2 Controller Development
-

Flexible controller platform developed to implement control application
Controller must be capable of real-time flexible control
Provide platform to implement above applications
Target controller latency <20ms
Must be scalable to requirements of project
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-

Capable of receiving direct PMU signals to minimise delays from data concentrators,
or PDC data streams to minimise deployment effort.
Local response providers to make external interface available to link to central
controller
Controller tested and performance validated for use in the project

1.3 Demonstration
Will cover the work specific to GB deployment
Demonstrate the control approach through:
o
Standalone Controller tests with measured or simulated records
o
Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL)
o
Strathclyde Power Network Development Centre (PNDC)
o
National Grid real grid deployment
Develop a control scheme architecture which will allow deployment in the GB system
o
Additional PMUs (especially at EFCC resources)
o
Communications
o
Redundancy
o
Obtaining frequency response services data
Review measurement availability and data quality, including delays from various
components
Need information on the characteristics of the frequency response services
Need information on how to share data/control between services and controller(s)
Planning of scheme deployment, equipment outages, interfaces etc.
Application tuning based on event review using real measurements – allow for
discrepancies between measurements and archival data
Review of experience, lessons learnt for BaU deployment
The detailed description of the demonstrations expected to be carried out is included in
Appendix 10.
-

Knowledge dissemination
Our academic partners have extensive experience with the development of methods for
the measurement of frequency and rate of change of frequency and will support this
work as required, either in the form of development of the method or benchmarking of
the quality of the method.
Diverse Technologies
The table below outlines the target response times and characteristics of response that
are expected to be achievable across the technologies.

Technology

Provider

Characteristics of service

Storage

Belectric

Storage is controlled by power electronic controls,
and can be deployed very rapidly. The response can
be shaped in different ways through the control
mechanism.
At least two response characteristics will be tested
in three different modes:
1. Maximum initial response, demonstrating the

fastest possible rise, and sustained until either
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frequency is restored, or stored energy is used.

2. ROCOF/Frequency following. Trialing a response

that could be locally enabled and controlled.
3. Setpoint following, demonstrating the capability
to respond to a remote setpoint sent from the
MCS. This mode could be used by MCS to
sustain a frequency response.
In today’s applications, full response is achieved
within 0.5s, and trials of accelerating the response
to a target of 0.1s will be carried out.
Solar PV

Belectric

Solar PV will be used to deliver a high frequency
response, reducing output. As the technology is
connected via static converters, the response can
be fast. As above, a response within 0.5s is
expected.

Windfarm

Centrica

The windfarm response will be triggered by an MCS
unit, and will create a rapid initial response, which
will be sustained for a period of several seconds
A target of 10% additional power, fully deployed in
0.2-0.5s from the trigger, and sustained for 5s is
feasible in favourable wind conditions without
reaching stall. The response can be replaced by
slower-acting longer-term response.
Previous work on Synthetic Inertia that could be
provided by wind generation informs the expected
response.

Flexible CCGT

Centrica

The flexible CCGT control target is to enable a large
volume of response (due to Low Part-Load
operation), and to deploy substantially faster than
the current 2-10s service requirements.
Clearly, the CCGT response cannot be as fast as a
power electronic control, but the target response
should start to deploy by 0.5s from the trigger, and
provide a significant volume of response by 2-3s.
The exact capability profile of the technology will be
tested as part of the EFCC project. Two control
modes will be trialed:
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1. A step setpoint change
2. A response to local Frequency/ROCOF

Demand Side
Management

Flexitricity Demand Side Response is expected to be longerterm response, and not required to respond within
the first second of the event. It is intended that the
control should be deployed through its existing
control and communication solution.
The response is beneficial if it can be deployed to
replace the short-term wind response, ie within 5s.
This can be achieved through local control or widearea, as appropriate.

WP2 – Assessment of the response of different providers
The control system will instruct response from the selected resources. The selected
resources will be trialled to establish their response capabilities and to ensure secure
communication with the monitoring and control system.
WP2.1 – DSR
We will demonstrate the use of demand-side technology to provide response. We have
engaged Flexitricity as a partner and they will provide access to DSR customers.
Candidate sites range from a major datacentre (approximately 12MW of reliable load
which could deliver RoCoF functionality) to small HVAC installations (each with
approximately 100kW of simulated inertia potential). We also intend to approach a
variety of horticultural sites possessing 2-10MW of real inertia capability. All of these
sites are already in a commercial relationship with Flexitricity. We also have identified
potential and are in discussion with other candidate sites in landfill gas, CHP and small
hydro sectors.
Risk of recruiting participants
The risk of insufficient participation from industrial and commercial sites is always
significant in innovative DSR projects. It has been one of the major risk items in
Flexitricity’s entire business plan since the company was founded in 2004. Despite this,
Flexitricity has developed the largest DSR resource in the UK.
In projects such as this there is increased risk due to the time-limited nature of the
project: companies have less incentive to become involved if there is no certainty of
long-term revenue. This is partially mitigated by National Grid’s clear elucidation of the
immediacy of the problem, and will be further mitigated through the dissemination
aspects of the project, as we show industrial and commercial energy users that system
inertia is as attractive a commercial opportunity as it is a real and growing problem.
However, we cannot rely on these measures to deliver real megawatts into the project.
Instead, our mitigation is as follows:
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1. We will seek “early adopters” in each of the three EFCC technology areas,
sourcing these largely from the existing Flexitricity customer base. Many of
Flexitricity’s customers already have substantial geographical coverage. RBS,
Tesco, The Co-Operative Group and Iceland have extensive national coverage.
Norish operates a chain of cold stores from Aberdeen to Kent. Yorkshire Water
and Sutton and East Surrey Water have obvious geographical diversity.
Horticultural sites from Yorkshire to the Isle of Wight also participate. Within
these, RoCoF is available from datacentres and HVAC. Simulated inertia is
available from HVAC, refrigeration and a wide range of pumping systems. Multiunit CHP installations at horticultural sites can provide real inertia, along with a
variety of landfill gas and small hydro operators with which Flexitricity is already
in discussion.
2. We have budgeted for a total incentive of £650,000 across all sites over the
course of the trials. While we do not expect to be able to offer a package which is
attractive to every candidate site, we expect that sufficient sites will come
forward within that budget.
RoCoF control
DSR assets capable of RoCoF control are often associated with critical commercial loads
such as datacentres, communication and banking sites. Many of these possess
equipment capable of disconnecting the site from the distribution network in the event of
problems in power quality, and carrying site load using kinetic energy stores or
batteries. Such sites should in theory be capable of accepting external signals derived
from the EFCC control system and responding extremely quickly.
However, such sites’ tolerance for rapid disconnections of this nature will depend on the
number of expected events and their anticipated duration. Furthermore, any engineering
intervention on sensitive sites must be designed in a highly defensive manner, in order
to preserve the continuity of the site’s core business activities. This therefore poses
technical challenges which EFCC must address.
Certain other less critical site categories may also be able to offer RoCoF control, for
example, cooling or pumping sites. While these have a greater tolerance for interruption,
their ability to respond in near-instantaneous timescales requires further investigation.
For example, sudden shutdown of pumping loads can give rise to surge effects, while
disconnection of refrigeration loads can test the limits of expansion vessels. For such
loads to participate, these mechanical concerns must be considered.
EFCC will address these issues in the following manner:


Identifying a small number of real sites with the capability to offer RoCoF control



Appraising the sites and developing a potential technical approach which should
address the specific technical concerns at the sites in question



Where possible, implementing demonstration installations with the capability to
respond to real RoCoF events



Using the information gained, extrapolating to give a view of the total potential
for this type of control in the GB market

Simulated inertia
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The class of industrial and commercial load and generator which can offer simulated
inertia is very different to that associated with RoCoF control. In this case, continuouslyvariable power control present on certain electrical loads and generators is the viable
resource. These include variable-speed drives on ventilation and certain pumping loads,
as well as some continuously-running generators such as landfill gas and CHP.
Again, Flexitricity will seek to identify suitable sites.
Real inertia
Distributed synchronous generators contribute to total system inertia in the same
manner as synchronous power stations when running. The total capacity of high loadfactor synchronous distributed generators is well in excess of 1GW, and this is the only
class of synchronous inertia which is presently growing in capacity in GB. However,
owing to the small scale of the individual units, the inertia of such assets is neither
measured nor deployed operationally by the system operator. Furthermore, those which
are able to respond to electricity prices are more likely to be disconnected at times of
low system load, when system inertia is most needed.
Excess capacity
Some embedded generation sites possess excess capacity. For example, a CHP site may,
outside the heating season, operate one engine instead of two. The same site could
achieve the same heat load by operating two engines, each at reduced output. In doing
so, it would double its contribution to system inertia.
Flexitricity will examine the technical and economic implications of re-scheduling
generation on a small number of suitable example sites to support system inertia. Where
suitable, Flexitricity will operate a trial of inertia-based scheduling in collaboration with
site owners and National Grid.
WP2.2 – Large-scale generation
Centrica is our partner for large-scale generation. Two power stations are offered for the
project to investigate the types of RoCoF-based response available.
South Humber Bank-2 power station will soon undergo installation of MXL2 gas turbine
components – the first such plant (Alstom 13E2) to be fitted with these. The plant will
have a much wider operating envelope than previously available, including a much lower
Stable Export Level (was 355MW but is now expected to be significantly under 300 MW).
It is envisaged that the ability to respond to RoCoF will be available over this new
operating envelope.
Langage power station will be the first CCGT in the UK to be fitted with Low Part Load
(LPL) capability. This will dramatically increase the operating envelope of this module,
taking the Stable Export Level down from the current 400 MW to a figure significantly
under 300 MW. For a 905 MW module this makes it a plant extremely well suited to the
changing needs of the power system offering the full range of balancing and ancillary
services of three large synchronous generators (two gas turbines and one steam
turbine). Like South Humber Bank-2, it is envisaged that the ability to respond to RoCoF
will be available over this new operating envelope.
WP2.3 – PV power plant
The MCS will communicate with solar PV resources in order to test and demonstrate
response.
Belectric has been selected as the solar PV partner.
PV power plants only have a limited capacity to provide reserve power, since for
economic reasons they are usually operated at the “Maximum Power Point” (MPP) and
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their reserve provision is limited to times when they produce significant power.
Nevertheless in these cases they may be used for negative response, i.e. whenever
frequency is too high. An output power curtailment is then possible and shall be
demonstrated in accordance with frequency and/or by direct communication with the
TNO.
A positive frequency response shall also be realised in this work package by operating
the power plant below MPP and reserving the difference to frequency response.
Independent of pure frequency response the PV power plant may be used to provide
reactive power to the purpose of voltage stabilisation. This may be done in conjunction
with active power provision (out of PV and/or battery) or at times of no active power
output (night) highlighting different aspects of reactive power compensation.
Implementing a continuous relation between grid frequency and power (beyond state of
the art cut-off-frequency), starting at 50 Hz and upwards (negative frequency
response).
A PV power plant will be operated outside the usual MPP, thus realising a possible
positive frequency response by providing positive reserve power. This requires an
innovative PV power plant model, which is capable of forecasting the MPP power
whenever the plant is operated outside of MPP. The difference marks the available
reserve power.
Provision of reactive power - especially at night – is currently not an operating scheme
of PV power plants. Using this capability will facilitate grid management considerably.
Two PV power plants will be used: Willersey is a 3.7MWp solar farm and Redruth is
planned to be 2.5MWp in size.
WP2.4 – Storage
Belectric is responsible for investigating response from battery storage.
Renewable power plants do not save “fuel” but lose yield revenue whenever they deliver
below their maximum output. They are, therefore, normally run at full power. This is
why renewable power plants are usually not preferred to provide frequency response.
This opens the field for storage batteries, which are able to compensate for that and
provide positive and negative reserve power from a zero power operating point. The
combination of renewable power plants and storage is, therefore, an ideal combination,
which combines the no-loss-operation of renewable power plants with the reserve power
provision of conventional power plants. Furthermore, this combination allows for
considerably higher reaction speeds than conventional power plants may provide, up to
the simulation of grid inertia at very high reaction speeds.
A 1MWp Belectric storage battery (EBU 1000) shall be installed in two PV power plants –
Willersey and Redruth - and put into operation in frequency control mode. This shall
demonstrate the principle operability of a frequency control battery on the electricity
network. The inverter used for grid coupling will be a modified PV inverter, thus giving
maximum standardisation with PV power plants.
Different reaction speeds (i.e. ramp up and ramp down times) will be implemented into
the command and control system of the battery. This shall give physical evidence of
which ramp rates are safely achievable without disturbing other response providers on
the grid or even inducing oscillations. Corresponding benefits for the TNO due to these
high gradients shall be looked at. Tests are to be run with a current-based control mode
of the inverter. Power rise times from zero to full power will be in the order of seconds.
In order to emulate rotating generators and their inertia a very high response rate shall
be implemented (in the order of milliseconds or tens of milliseconds). In this way a
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“virtual synchronous machine” will be realized in the command & control system of the
battery system. Alternatively a pure voltage regulation – resulting in an inertia-like
operation – may also be implemented directly into the inverter as an alternative to the
initial experiments.
The combination of different response providers and their characteristics with each other
shall be assessed during this work package. The permanent availability of the battery
will be secured by substituting it with other response providers on a slower timescale,
thus making sure the state of charge (SoC) of the battery will not fall below a certain
limit (the battery will be operated between 40% and 100% SoC, having a preferred SoC
of 70%).
A direct connection to an external entity i.e. the TNO shall be established, so definition
of working points, response statics or direct command and control may be done from a
central point outside.
Analysis and testing of inverter behavior between 49.8 and 49.2 Hz will be carried out.
Procedures to practically measure and financially account for energy input/output from a
PV plant combined with storage need to be agreed and practically tested.
This is the first time that a battery will be used as a standalone frequency response unit
in Great Britain. The realization will be done with modified PV inverters and a specially
adapted battery, giving it a very good perspective from the cost side. The inverter will
be modified, so – unusually for PV inverters – high power gradients are possible.
Compared to all other reserve power providers the battery will provide the highest
possible power increase rate.
WP2.5 – Wind
We have engaged Centrica as our partner for wind farms.
Three wind farms are under consideration for this project: Lincs and Lynn or Inner
Dowsing.
Lincs is a 270 MW windfarm consisting of seventy five 3.6MW Siemens WTGs. It is
currently one BMU but after OFTO transition it will become two BMUs. It is currently
controlled by two High Performance Park Pilot (HPPP) controllers and this will continue
post OFTO transition.
Lynn and Inner Dowsing are two identical 90 MW windfarms, side by side, each
consisting of twenty seven 3.6 MW Siemens WTGs.
Using Lincs plus one of Lynn and Inner Dowsing will give the project exposure to a large,
BMU (Lincs) and also a smaller, DNO-connected wind farm (Lynn or Inner Dowsing).
Each site will require modification to the HPPP, working with Siemens as OEM, and these
modifications will require logic to cope with issues such as whether the RoCoF initiated
response is in addition to or instead of conventional response and how the plant will
behave under prolonged frequency instability conditions. Engineering assessment will be
required to determine the impact upon drivetrain equipment and the impact of the
additional workload this will place on the WTG power convertors.
WP3 – Optimisation
The response provided will be optimised. EFCC will trial the coordination of different
response resources in order to provide the optimal response.
Our academic partners will assist with this work package. They will provide a wide
variety of valuable system studies, using both PowerFactory and the Manchester RTDS,
of a power system with the new technologies and controller models included (as
provided by the partners) to aid in the proper coordination of the disparate technologies.
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These studies would need to reflect the importance of providing a smooth response and
protecting against the threat of improper coordination or failed instructions form creating
a second, and possibly more threatening, disturbance. Monte Carlo simulations, to
capture the impact of uncertainties on the performance/stability of the control system,
would be a necessity.
PowerFactory simulations will be used to study the regional variations in ROCOF for
low/variable inertia systems. This will inform the selection of measurement locations and
the regions that the supervisory control scheme will separate the system into. A
potential threat to successful regional control in the low carbon future may be the
variations in the geographic location of power generation and the distinct differences
between the generation technologies, e.g. the power supplied to one area may at one
time primarily be supplied from the west by Nuclear and gas generation (making it a
strong area closely coupled to the west) and at another from the east by wind (making it
a weak area closely coupled to the East). This may cause the regions that present
similar frequency behaviour, and as such will be suitable control regions, to vary
throughout the day.
WP4 – Validation
Anticipated results and simulated performance will be validated using flexible hardware
in the loop (HiL) testing facilities (the largest UK RTDS at Manchester) and the Power
Networks Demonstration Centre (PNDC) in Glasgow, and field trials at selected locations.
The Manchester RTDS provides the ability to set up simulations, control, and modify
system parameters during a simulation, data acquisition, and result analysis. Using the
Manchester RTDS, a full range of different HiL testing relevant for the EFCC project can
be undertaken. As a part of the Manchester testing facilities, a sufficient number of
precise voltage and current amplifiers will be available. The National Instrument
Compact-RIO platform for specific tasks (e.g. data acquisition and further data
processing using LabView environment) is a standard kit available for different types of
testing.
The PNDC, a £12.5m facility at Strathclyde, allows transients (frequency, voltage,
unbalance, short circuits, etc.) to be emulated in a primary HiL environment using a 1
MW motor-generator set and controllable load banks. The PNDC can be used to evaluate
the performance of wide-area and local control functions capable of providing improved
frequency responses from generation, storage (including pumped storage), DSR
(Demand Side Response) and HVDC interconnectors. It has been designed to allow the
connection of additional primary and secondary equipment to facilitate rapid and
comprehensive demonstration and testing. A number of pre-defined standard
disturbances/frequency/RoCoF scenarios will be defined and “replayed” through the HiL
and PNDC to investigate the performance of the wide-are instruction scheme and of the
responses of individual devices.
The universities have extensive experience with low frequency demand response
schemes and the wide variety of such schemes that are presented in the literature. A
range of simulations can be performed in PowerFactory (and where necessary using the
Manchester RTDS) in an attempt to benchmark these schemes (including the existing
National Grid scheme) and the proposed scheme for a variety of operating scenarios.
This would provide some insight into the value offered, in terms of improved frequency
control, by the complexity involved in the proposed RoCoF based, adaptive, regional
supervisory control scheme.
Although simulations will be performed, there is limited information available regarding
the performance of technologies such as DSR or wind when the rate of change of
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frequency is high and they are expected to respond in proportion to the rate of change.
The technical limitations will only be known if we do the site test. This will allow us to
develop a realistic response portfolio of a wide range of service providers and optimise
the EFCC service based on realistic data
WP5 – Dissemination
Results and learning from the project will be disseminated to interested parties.
Further, detailed information is found on this in Section 5.
WP6 – Commercial
A balancing service market, and the value of the response, will be assessed and defined.
This stage will be based on collaboration between National Grid, our partners and wider
stakeholders. National Grid and our academic partners have experience of assessing the
economic value of the services available to a power system operator.
The project end point is described further in SDRC 9.8.
As part of WP6, the following activities will be carried out:




Development of the performance requirement for an Enhanced Frequency Control
Capability as a new balancing service
Development of response scheduling programme to use a combination of
conventional services, as well as EFCC. This will include impact assessment.
Development of new service which incentivises fast response in order to optimise
the overall volume of response required

NGET has allocated sufficient time and resources in order to ensure commercial
arrangements are in place and ready to be implemented by project close in Q1 2018.
Investigations and analysis will begin early (Q3 2015) and run in parallel with the
technical testing.
WP7 – Communication
We will assess the current technical capabilities of the system in order to understand
how these will affect EFCC. This activity includes:


Defining the compliance process for service entrants



Evaluation of potential upgrades needed to Energy Balancing System (EBS), or
balancing service initiation tools

A5.6

Relationship to VISOR

Through VISOR, Wide Area Monitoring (WAMS) data from all of the Transmission Owners
in GB will be centralised and new measurement points enabled. In EFCC, there are two
requirements for phasor measurements in the GB system:
1. Fast detection, location and proportionate response requirement calculation
2. Capturing the detailed time-response of the frequency service provision, required
for designing the aggregation of service provision
The VISOR project will provide the monitoring data for the first requirement, while
additional equipment (PMUs) is required for the second requirement, specifically to
capture the sub-second synchronised detail of the response to the triggering events.
The work undertaken in VISOR will be fully used in the EFCC project. Specifically:
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The work on measurement infrastructure will be used to provide the input data



The available event detection approach, enhanced through VISOR to provide
more accurate location and event impact will provide experience for the EFCC
algorithm



The archive of measured data, including event capture, will provide key data for
trialling the MCS approach

Since VISOR is for monitoring, not control, there are aspects in the implementation in
the GB grid that are specific to EFCC. In particular, latency is much more important in
EFCC than in VISOR. The EFCC project will extend the statistical assessment of latency
of the VISOR measurement infrastructure, and also define the timing requirements
throughout the system. The EFCC demonstration projects in Manchester University and
Strathclyde PNDC will demonstrate the capabilities of technology for fast round-trip
control.
We have reviewed VISOR’s key deliverables and we will closely explore the potential for
cost savings which may include:


Infrastructure enhancements to enable a central source of data
o Communications links between Scottish Power, SHE and National Grid,
o Phasor Data Concentrator in SHE, and Phasor Data Hub in National Grid.



Phasor Data Hub archiving of system events



Study and algorithm development for monitoring and control purposes has
overlap.

From the VISOR project, £925k was allocated for the following components in
deployment of a GB-wide WAMS:
Resources Trialled

-

Individual
Response

Server Costs, Two communication links from National Grid to Scottish Power and
SHE, Software, and Support Services.

The infrastructure provided through VISOR will be used in the EFCC project, reducing the
cost and improving the outcomes of the EFCC project, and thus maximising the use of
the investment. Without VISOR, significantly more effort would be required to manage
data from the different GB organisations, and there would be certain limitations on the
MCS that could be demonstrated in a real-time environment. The project costings
assume that VISOR infrastructure and outcomes are used. The VISOR schedule
indicates that the key system monitoring infrastructure will be in place before the start
of EFCC.
Resources Trialled

Individual
Response

Other Providers
(not trialled)

Resources Trialled

Individual
Response

Roll-out
Commercial
Development

Existing service providers’s
response
(i.e. STOR, Primary Response,
etc.)

Technical
Developments

Other Providers
(not trialled)

Existing service providers’s
response
(i.e. STOR, Primary Response,
etc.)

Interaction with
existing
services (i.e.
STOR, Primary
Response etc.)

Evaluation of
Communication
and compliance
requirement

Package of
new services

Package of

WP1

WP2

WP3 new services

WP7

WP6

Other Providers
(not trialled)

WP4&5

WP4&5

Existing service providers’s
response
(i.e. STOR, Primary Response,
etc.)

Package of

WP4&5

WP4&5

WP4&5
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Appendix 6: CBA

A6.1 Frequency Response Cost
National Grid incurs costs in managing system frequency. These costs are made up of a
Holding Payment (£/MWh), and a Response Energy Payment (£/MWh).
The level of response required varies depending on a number of key factors such as:
A. Demand level
B. Amount and type of generation running on the system
This influences the level of inertia on the system and also the ramp rate
amongst the running generation fleet
C. Size of the largest infeed/outfeed which the system is to be secured against
Figure A6.1 below illustrates the difference in response requirements overnight
(settlement periods 47-14) and during the day (settlement periods 15-46). The
difference is due to the lower load overnight, which means that any system event will
have more of an impact (as a loss will represent a higher percentage of the overall level
of load).

Figure A6.1 - Holding Response Requirement for a Typical Day (11th July 2014)

Figure A6.2 below illustrates the average holding price for different types of response.

Figure A6.2 - Frequency Response Average Holding Price - April 2013-March 204
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We have explained in Section 2, Project Description, and Appendix 5, Detailed Project
Description, that system inertia is reducing and managing system frequency is therefore
becoming more difficult. Under these conditions National Grid has three options:
1. Curtail the largest infeed/outfeed so the volume of holding response stays the
same.
2. Constrain ON Synchronous Generator to increase the level of inertia
3. Increase the volume of holding response, so the largest infeed/outfeed is not
constrained.
This section describes the methodology for calculating the costs indicated in Section 3,
Business Case.
A6.2 Future Response Requirement
The future volume of response requirement is calculated based on future generation
dispatch using the information available in National Grid’s Future Energy Scenarios
(FES). To calculate the volume of response required in a particular year (or % of time
that the volume of response greater than xMW/s is required – “x” being the speed of
response for each case) a future generation dispatch model enabling half-hourly inertia
and response calculations has been developed. To validate this model, it has been
compared against the 2013/14 actual generation dispatch and volume of response
carried.
Figure A6.3 shows the process of calculating the future frequency response requirement.
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Figure A6.3 – Future Response Cost Calculation Methodology
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The key information required to calculate the future cost of controlling system frequency
can be derived from the process explained above.
Figure A6.4 shows the percentage of time various response levels will be required over
the next 20 years. For example, a response level of 1148MW/s is not required at all until
2023/24, but by 2033/34 it is required over 27% of the time.

Figure A6.4 - Load Duration Curves showing the volume of response required for the
next 20 years

There are three potential business as usual approaches to dealing with low system
inertia and the resultant requirement for high volumes of response:




Option (a) Curtailment of largest in-feed/out-feed;
Option (b) Constraining generators (i.e. synchronise more generators to
increase the level of inertia); or
Option (c) Increase in volume of holding response.

The optimum cost has been calculated based on using the following cost figures, and
ability to perform such actions (i.e. percentage of time that limiting flow across the
interconnectors may be possible).
To calculate the overall cost, the following £/MWh costs were assumed:
1. For interconnector curtailment, the curtailment cost was assumed at
£20/MWh (in either direction)
2. To curtail a large in-feed loss (other than interconnector) which was a
CCGT a flat rate figure of £150/MWh
3. To curtail a large nuclear unit, was £2,000/MWh (based on confidential
contractual discussions with a generator company) -> This was never
exercised
4. To constrain ON additional synchronous unit, the cost was assumed at
£150/MWh (to increase system inertia)
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EFCC will establish a market mechanism for non-traditional response. After the
capabilities of these technologies have been proved, other players will be able to enter
the market. There will be no requirement for National Grid to roll out the project further.
A6.2.1 Option (a) – Curtailment of largest in-feed/out-feed cost
Purpose: lowering the size of loss, and therefore slowing down the rate of change of
frequency. The demand throughout the day and year is a variable element in the
calculations, and as a result the generation which meets the demand is variable. This
results in variations of system inertia throughout the year.
The system inertia is calculated using the following method:
Size of Generation (MW)* x Inertia Time Constant (s) =MW.s
This will result in calculation of the total generation contribution to system inertia.
* this is the installed capacity of the generator which is running and not the output
The demand side contribution to the system inertia has also been calculated using the
historical data and assumed to remain the same (this is again a conservative assumption
as we should expect to see further reduction in demand side contribution due to majority
of the motor loads being controlled by electric drives and decoupling the rotating mass).
An example is shown below which shows the variations of system inertia throughout the
day:

Figure A6.5 - Inertia Variation throughout the day

Based on the variation of system inertia, the largest loss tolerance has been calculated:
((df/dt limit x 2xH)/50)*1000.
H is the total system inertia at each hour.
Example:
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Figure A6.6 - Variations of Maximum Loss in Merit and System’s Maximum Loss
Tolerance

In example above, between 00:00 and around 10:00 it will be required to curtail the
largest infeed (red graph). The volume of curtailment has been calculated using:
Size of maximum loss in the merit at hour X – system’s maximum loss tolerance at the
same hour.
The total volume of constraints is the sum of every hour’s curtailment level. It must be
noted that depending on how many large infeeds were in merit, at certain times it may
be required to constrain more than just one infeed particularly for 2020 and beyond
which has reflected on the cost.
The costs associated with this are calculated based on the ability to trade across the
interconnectors, and availability of constraining the synchronous power plants (if they
were in the merit and shown as the largest in-feed).
All Costs £m (2013/14 prices)
Year

2014/
15

2015/
16

2016/
17

Total Cost (additional cost
incurred)

2017/
18

115

2018/
19

2019/
20

2020/
21

117

131

268

Implementation Cost
EFCC (Total)
Cumulative
Implementation
Cost

Cost

0.116

4.84

2.71

1.92

0.116

4.95

7.66

9.6

Savings
When implementation in 2018

105.4

117

131

268

Table A6.1 - Additional Cost of Frequency Control for option (a) and savings which EFCC
can bring

A6.2.2 Option (b) – Constraining ON Synchronous Generator to increase the
level of inertia
Purpose: By increasing the level of system inertia, the rate of change of frequency will
be slower. The costs associated with this option are calculated based on the extra
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payments to synchronous generator to stay synchronised for the number of hours the
service is required. The associated costs for option (b) are shown in Table A6.5.
All Costs £m (2013/14 prices)All Costs £m (2013/14 prices)

Year

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

Percentage of Time Service
Required

30%

38%

46%

54%

Number of Hours
(per year)
Estimated Cost

2597

3300

4002

4705

390

495

600

706

Constraining ON Synchronous Machines

Implementation Cost
EFCC (Total)

Cost

0.116

4.84

2.71

1.92

Cumulative
Implementation
Cost

0.116

4.95

7.66

9.6

Savings
When implementation in 2018

380.4

495

600

706

Table A6.2 - Additional Cost of Frequency Control for option (b) and savings which EFCC
can bring

A6.2.3 Option (c) – Increasing the volume of holding response
Purpose: By increasing the volume of holding response, the system will have the
capability of containing the frequency, following an in-feed/out-feed loss when the inertia
of the system is low. This will have two major impacts:
a. Increase cost of primary and high frequency response
b. Potential reduction of volume of secondary response requirement
As shown below, the increase in costs of primary and high response is much greater than
the reduction of secondary response requirement.

All Costs £m (2013/14 prices)All Costs £m (2013/14 prices)
Year

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Increasing the Volume of Response
Percentage of Time Service
Required
Number of Hours
Estimated Cost
Implementation Cost
EFCC
Cost
(Total)
Cumulative
Implementation
Cost

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

30%

38%

46%

54%

2597

3300

4002

4705

154

184

210

224

0.116

4.84

2.71

1.92

0.116

4.95

7.66

9.6
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Savings
When implementation in 2018

144.4

184

210

224

Table A6.3 - Additional Cost of Frequency Control for option (c) and savings which EFCC
can bring
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Appendix 7: Organogram of the Project and
Description of Partners
This Appendix provides more information of the partners of the project and their relation
to the project.
A7.1 Organogram
Figure A7-1 below shows a high level organogram of the EFCC project.
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Appendix 9: Previous Projects
Below we list the various projects National Grid has undertaken that have contributed to
developing EFCC project.
1.
Assessment of Distributed Generation Behaviour during Frequency
Disturbances
Introduction:
The work will provide a comprehensive view of distributed generation types and
susceptibility to RoCoF for the entire GB synchronous network. The feasibility and
implications of using revised protection settings to avoid coincident distributed
generation losses during loss of infeed events will be established.
Objectives:
The key objectives are to reduce operational costs and to enable increased system
access for asynchronous generation types including renewable generation (wind, solar).
If measures are not taken to ensure distributed generation is less susceptible to RoCoF
events, then increased operating costs are likely to result through the curtailment of
large infeed risks or the operation of synchronous generation in favour of asynchronous
generation to manage RoCoF risks. Potential increases in system operating costs by
2018/19 are forecast to be £250m per annum, rising to in excess of £1000m per annum
by 2025.
2.
Demonstration of Distributed Demand Side Management as a Service to
the UK Grid Operator
Introduction:
Improve demand side management technology to allow the commercial building demand
in particular air conditioning load to be effectively controlled to minimise CO2 emissions
from power stations and also help to reduce the impact of intermittency of wind
generation on system performance.
Objectives:
This project will demonstrate the operation of distributed demand side management as a
service to the UK grid operator, providing fast response in order to reduce reliance on
conventional generation for grid balancing and security and thus permit much greater
penetration of renewables and aid in maximising the use of existing assets. The
demonstration will focus on the control of commercial air conditioning to provide an
aggregated service of some tens of MW. The value and scope for wide scale application
of the technology across the UK, and with regard to transmission constraints will be
demonstrated through software modelling based on the results of the practical trial.
3.

Development of Dynamic Demand Models in DIgSILENT PowerFactory

Introduction:
Dynamic demand models will be developed in PowerFactory and be used to represent the
sizeable industrial dynamic demand service (hundreds of MW and beyond for primary
and secondary frequency response) provided to the GB system. These dynamic demand
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models consists of a set of various dynamic demand technologies (from small-scale to
large-scale with various operational characteristics), and will be integrated with the GB
dynamic power system model in National Grid. The feasibility, reliability and
predictability of the dynamic demand service to the GB power system will then be
investigated, based on the integrated dynamic demand model and the GB dynamic
power system model.
Objectives:
The key objective of this project is to develop validated dynamic demand models in
PowerFactory and integrate it with the Master GB dynamic power system model in
National Grid, which will provide a means for National Grid to quantify the impact of
various dynamic demand technologies and gain confidence in the service provision from
dynamic demand.
4.

Frequency Sensitive Electric Vehicle and Heat Pump Power Consumption

Introduction:
National Grid has a licence obligation to control system frequency within the limits
specified in the ‘Electricity Supply Regulations’; +/-1% of the nominal frequency of
50.00Hz. System frequency is determined and controlled by the real time balance
between system demand and total generation.
Historically, electricity generation has flexed to meet demand, in order to maintain
frequency within the operational limits. However, this dynamic is likely to change in the
future, as a result of both changing supply and demand, bringing with it new challenges
for system operability.
Over coming decades, intermittent renewable generation will account for a greater
proportion of the UK’s electricity supply. For both commercial and technical factors, this
type of generation is less flexible than traditional coal and gas generation and therefore
less able to respond to frequency imbalances. In addition, new demand loads from
electric vehicles and heat pumps are expected to change the demand profile. As uptake
increases, these new loads not only have the potential to increase total annual electricity
demand but also to increase demand over peak if no action is taken. Without appropriate
measures in place, these loads could be inflexible; therefore the way in which the
electricity system is balanced will need to change in order to remain economic, efficient
and coordinated.
Objectives:
To complete a desktop study to investigate the potential to use system frequency to
control the power consumption of electric vehicles and heat pumps, and explore the
value of making these technologies frequency sensitive, through testing the associated
commercial, technical and logistical challenges.
5.

Granular Voltage Control (GVC)

Introduction:
Phase 1 – develop a working prototype of the GVC with the following deliverables;


GVC concept proved and tested.
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Working prototype available.



Report delivered on this phase (Report).

Phase 2 – small scale trial of the GVC to determine whether dynamic voltage control is a
viable primary frequency response solution, dependent upon the successful completion
of Phase 1 and with the following deliverables;

Communications and frequency algorithms proved and tested in the field
(Report).


Testing and field trials completed (Report).



Analysis report delivered (Report).



Project completed (Full Report).

Objectives:
Phase 1 (develop a working prototype of the GVC with the following deliverables)
objectives;
Enhance the automatic voltage control functionality to provide fast response (within
500ms) to frequency trigger with appropriate communications and aggregation solutions
to provide real-time data on the aggregate capacity.

6.
Improve Reliability of Future System by Enabling Integration of New
Generation
Introduction:
The project will concentrate on, frequency response capability, load rejection and
operation under power system split situation, black start capability, reactive capability
and control system stability.
Objectives:
Collaboration projects with developers and manufacturers of power plant to ensure that
design of new low carbon plant (CCGT,Clean Coal, Nuclear) meets minimum technical
system requirements.

7.
Co-ordinated Intelligent System Protection Against Frequency Collapse in
Future Low Inertia Networks
Introduction:
The high penetration of renewable intermittent energy sources will undoubtedly cause
the system inertia (stiffness) to vary significantly. Moreover, the trend of connecting
generation resources that are interfaced via inverters will cause an unaffordable
reduction in system inertia. Any significant fall in the inertia of a system may
compromise the operational system security, in the form of angular- and frequencyinstability related problems. This project, if successful will lead to a new co-ordinated
system protection against frequency collapse in energy networks in the future.
Objectives:
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The goal of the proposal is to research and create a new adaptive protection concept
that is capable of guarding against frequency collapse in future energy networks
incorporating significant amount of inverter- interfaced energy sources and loads. This
concept will be based on synchronized measurement technology and wide area
measurements and will be capable of maintaining system frequency stability in future
power systems with low and/or variable inertia levels.
The objectives for this project which consist of four main Work Packages (WPs) are;
1. WP1 Modelling of key system components relevant for the future system frequency
response
2. WP2 Dynamic performance and interaction between different network components
3. WP3 Creation of a co-ordinated protection against frequency collapse in future energy
networks.
4. WP4 Validation and Integration.
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Appendix 10: Accelerated Wide-area Frequency
Control
A10.1 Introduction
Section 2, Project Description, and Appendix 5, Detailed Project Description, explain the
reduction in system inertia and subsequent increase in the rate of change of frequency
(RoCoF).
There is a need to accelerate the frequency response in line with these faster rates of
change in frequency. This requires reducing the delay in starting a frequency response,
and faster ramp rate of the corrective action. While the conventional frequency response
services depend on governor control, other generators, interconnectors and demand are
technically capable of delivering frequency response, but there is not an infrastructure or
market mechanism to make use of the capability. The purpose of the control approach is
to provide the control framework to demonstrate that non-conventional frequency
reserve can be deployed quickly and effectively. Work Package 6 – Commercial of the
EFCC project address the market mechanisms for the service.
Typically, local frequency measurements have been used for frequency response which
was sufficient when inertia levels were high and there was time to respond. It was based
on the assumption that system frequency is global. There was no regional bias when
frequency response was initiated. However, in practice the frequency excursion starts at
the source of the disturbance and propagates through the system. As inertia is not
evenly distributed around a system, the extent of local deviation from the system
frequency varies according to the location of the disturbance and the inertia in the
surrounding area, as well as the overall system inertia.
A10.1 shows the frequency drop from a measured generator trip. While all generators
decelerate, the earlier movements indicate measurements closer to the source of
disturbance, and show a much faster initial decline. Therefore, it is these locations that
would benefit from the fastest allocation of frequency control resource. Applying
frequency control near the source of the problem reduces the change in the load-flow
and relieves stability issues. A10.1 also shows the influence of electromechanical
oscillations that distort the frequency and RoCoF, requiring mechanisms to identify at an
early stage that the event is actually a frequency disturbance, and also to avoid
degrading the stability of oscillations.

Figure A10.1 Synchronised system-wide measurement of frequency disturbance
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With the increase of embedded generation, there is greater opportunity for control on a
zonal level, therefore areas with a faster decline in frequency can be targeted. Individual
frequency measurements may be quite variable over time and location (due to system
dynamics), so wide-area measurements are used to create aggregate measurements for
the different zones. This method will allow the effects from noisy signals to be
minimised.
Logically, the scheme will be arranged using a central controller which obtains signals
from a number of zones, so that frequency reserve can be prioritised by zone. This
project will be demonstrated with minimal communication infrastructure enhancements,
but will provide learning outcomes for the optimal architecture for the future system
rollout.
The scheme is intended to supplement local control, rather than replacing it. Existing
load shedding and governor-frequency control processes will continue, but new forms of
frequency control will reduce the extent to which the conventional response would be
called on. Also, non-conventional frequency response can include both local and central
response components, and the project will examine how local and wide-area control can
be used to best effect.
It is envisaged in future that response services would be purchased through a
commercial mechanism that reflects the value of the response provided. Faster
responses that are close to the disturbance trigger are of most value to the system. A
response provider could therefore choose to use only local measurements, or to
subscribe to the central control system service that would accelerate the response. The
service provider would therefore balance the cost of installing communications links with
the additional income from the service income.
A10.2 Control Scheme Concept
The power system is considered as a number of zones, each of which include some
phasor measurements and frequency response capability including fast-acting response,
and separated by constraining boundaries. Eventually, these zones may coincide with the
conventional study zones, but the EFCC zones can span multiple study zones as in
A10.2(a). The aim is to treat each zone as a block in which frequency disturbances are
measured and response is deployed (A10.2(b)).
The frequency response is controlled from a central system, which comprises Zonal
Aggregators and a Central Application Processor (A10.3). PMUs within each zone will
measure frequency, RoCoF1 and phase angles. The Zonal Aggregators each receive
individual measurements from the PMUs, and aggregate the signals to form zonal
frequency and RoCoF signals that are less influenced by the local variations seen in
individual PMUs. These aggregate signals are passed to the Central Application Processor
to derive a control response. The Zonal Aggregators also communicate with the
frequency response providers to update the record of available resources. The logical
organisation into zones helps to reduce complexity and improves resilience to loss of
data sources.
The Central Application Processor will receive data from each zone and coordinate the
required actions. Each of the PMUs will communicate the data to the Central Controller,
ideally without routing through data concentrators, but the demonstration will be
adapted to use existing infrastructure. Additionally, an inventory of the time/volume
capability information and availability will be maintained in the controller. This allows the
1

Different PMU models have ways of calculating df/dt, and there may be a need to trial different
window lengths. Therefore, one function of the Zonal Aggregator is to recreate a RoCoF signal
from frequency.
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controller to choose from the available resources and create the optimal level of
response and make-up of the response, which may include several zones and response
speed characteristics. The Action Selection is then directed to the appropriate unit(s)
through the Control Initiation block.
The central controller will provide a number of functions including:





Detection of an event which merits a response
Calculation of the level of response required
Optimal selection from available resources to create the required response
Deployment of frequency response resources

The Central Controller should communicate directly with the resources by means of a
suitable interface which will convert the controller control signal into an actuating signal
on the resource. After the initial action from the central controller, control will be handed
over to local controllers employed at an individual resource level which will respond to
local measurements. This transfer enables the scheme to be self-limiting. However,
some care is required in the local and wide area control co-ordination to ensure that the
non-conventional response is not withdrawn when RoCoF reduces to zero when
frequency reaches a minimum. Also, the CCGT units require a smooth transition from
fast-acting response to conventional primary and secondary response.
The required action of the control scheme during system separation will be considered,
to ensure there is no degradation in the chance of successful islanding. However,
islanding is not a goal of the scheme. Using a centralised controller would allow detection
of separation which can take this into account when selecting appropriate response. The
approach should provide positive support in other large, multiple disturbance scenarios.
Even if these events are beyond the system security criteria, it is important that the
EFCC system improves the system state, rather than degrading it. Also, provisions to
avoid incorrect operation in oscillatory instability are to be incorporated.

(a)

(b)
Figure A10.2 - Central Control Scheme
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Figure A10.3 - Central Controller

A10.3 Control Scheme Processes
A10.3.1

Central Control Process

The proposed control process flow chart to be implemented on the controller is shown in
A10.4. Some tuning of the approach may be required based on observation of complex
real power system behaviour, and in particular, possible methods for determining a
proportionate response will be considered during the project. The tuning will use real
disturbances captured during the project before any network implementation or trialling,
as well as simulations.
The controller must first detect an event which merits a response, and filter out lesser
events to prevent spurious actions. In order to detect significant frequency events
quickly, a wide-area approach is required. Using the aggregated frequency, phase angle
and RoCoF information from the zones, threshold crossing and signal coherency will be
used to identify a system frequency event and grade the impact.
On detection of an event, the controller will initiate the fast-response reserve in the zone
of the disturbance. The role of the central control is to initiate response, broadly in
proportion to the scale of the event, as quickly as possible. The faster and more localised
the response is, the more useful it is for stabilising the grid. Thus, the controller will
select and dispatch response based on the observed wide-area response. The controller
response is intended to be taken within 1s of the triggering disturbance, and within 0.5s
if possible. As the event progresses, local control can be used to adapt to the grid
condition, thus the overall scheme response is self-limiting.
The Resource Manager function will provide information on the responses available in the
respective zones. The frequency reserve requirement will be initiated by the controller,
for example using a simple pre-defined
factor. The action will be compiled by a
combination of fast-acting and longer-term responses ideally leading to a substantial
reserve deployment equal to the required MW response. The available resources may
include wind, storage, HVDC, Demand Side Response (DSR), Solar and the enhanced
response from conventional plants. Within the controller, the system resource manager
will compile the data from all resources. Each of these resources has different time-
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dependent characteristics, such as duration of service and speed-of-response, and are
geographically distant.
While response within the zone of the disturbance is prioritised, in most cases there will
be a need to call on reserve from multiple zones. The sustained response comprises
several elements, as illustrated in A10.6. This will include short-term capability that is
replaced over time with longer-term capability. Having initiated the response, the
controller will continue to observe the frequency trajectory, and if the downward (or
upward) trend continues, then further response can be called, either by a central
command or local control.
It may be noted that RoCoF by itself does not define the required MW response
precisely. Both the initial MW loss (
of the event and the inertia factor
are
unknown in (1)
(1)
Research work to date suggests that system inertia can vary by a factor of two already
in the GB system, and the variability is likely to increase. However, the approach is
relatively insensitive to errors in the approximation of the response required, as the local
control will adapt the response such that the scheme does not over-respond.
Validation of the response taken is required to ensure that the resources being called
upon are deployed successfully. An unsuccessful response will leave a MW deficit which
will result in a continued decline in frequency. Further response can be taken either by a
second round of control initiated by the central control, or through local control. This
stage also handles the uncertainty in the estimate of the volume of response called. The
response will be validated using measurements from the system along with information
from the resources to verify the correct operation.
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Start

Event
Detected?

No

Action is only required when a real frequency event is detected. The
scheme must not be subject to spurious triggers. Event detection will
also include location.

Yes
A volume of response will be deployed corresponding to a pre-defined

Determine
Required MW
Response

factor of
. The resource will be deployed in (or close to) the zone
where the disturbance occurred.

From the set of controllable resources available, a subset is chosen for
deployment. This subset uses the time-dependent characteristics of
the different resources, and longer-term will replace fast-response.

Initiate
Response

Sufficient
Response?
Yes

End

No

If the response is sufficient, the frequency deviation should be slowed
or halted, otherwise a second stage action may be initiated. Sufficient
action will bring df/dt within an acceptable margin, allowing the
conventional response to return frequency to nominal.
The central controller’s role is to generate the fast initial response,
triggering a response in about 0.5-1s. Subsequent local control will
adapt the response, typically from around 3-5 seconds onwards.

Figure A10.4 - Flow Chart of scheme Process

Figure A10.5 - Example Technology Response rates
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A10.3.2

Local and Wide-Area Control

The control process described above initiates discrete response at the controlled devices.
However, there is the potential for the frequency response provision to use local
measurements to deliver a proportionate response to the disturbance. One of the
learning outcomes of the project is to compare the relative benefits of local response,
wide-area response and hybrid control using both local and wide-area information.
The local control mode involves the use of frequency and RoCoF measurements to
achieve a form of virtual inertia, or in the case of the CCGT response, to use a rotor
speed measurement to control governor output. However, a local control mechanism
involves some delay to filter local variations and electromechanical oscillations, and
avoid spurious response triggering that would be costly for some providers (e.g. CCGT
fast response). The project will evaluate the benefits of local and wide area control, and
a combination of the two, and the timescales when each would respond. A potential
combined control approach would be that the central scheme triggers an initial fast-ramp
response (setpoint change) and un-blocks the local control mechanism, which self-limits
the response and increases the response if the initial ramp is not sufficient.
A10.4 Demonstration
To demonstrate the applications for the GB system, an archive of reference events from
both GB measurements and simulations will be created. Off-line testing will be carried
out using this archive on the developed applications to validate performance, and allow
for any tuning of the applications for best performance on the GB system. Data from
existing phasor-based monitoring would provide useful test cases to evaluate the
scheme. Hardware testing with the implemented control applications would be carried
out using suitable simulated input streams to replicate the signals received in the field,
and outputs validated.
Demonstration

Description

Standalone Controller

Testing the controller in isolation with pre-recorded and
simulated data to confirm performance, including
algorithms and latency.

Hardware-in-the-Loop
(HiL)

HiL demonstration is collaboration between Manchester
University and Alstom. Using the Manchester RTDS system,
the entire system is tested, including PMUs, controller and
communications. The grid and the response provision are
represented in models, and the effect of the entire scheme
tested. Practical issues such as robustness against loss of
signal, communications delays,

Strathclyde
Power
Network Development
Centre (PNDC)

The advantage of testing on a physical system over HiL is
that the behaviour will show some of the complexity of the
real power system, while still being a controlled
environment. The scheme can be deployed in the PNDC and
the system response confirmed.

National Grid in-situ

The scheme will be demonstrated in the National Grid
system to prove the responses initiated in real conditions,
and record what the controller would do in the disturbances
experienced. There are limitations on the existing PMU and
communications
latency,
and
the
availability
of
communications links to sites, but the important aspects of
the demonstration are a) the provision of correct signals
(acting and restraining) from real grid signals, and b) to
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evaluate the contribution of the response providers.

Figure A10.6 – Response Providers Demonstration

Some new PMUs should be deployed on the system, in particular to capture the subsecond synchronised detail of the fast response capability of the response providers.
Continuous communications should be used wherever possible to centralise the data, but
there may be locations where data needs to be logged locally using disturbance
recording functionality. Additionally, it would be of value to install a controller unit locally
where there is no communications to demonstrate the response provider’s use of the
external signals.
The characteristics of the frequency response services must also be reviewed in order to
design the System Resource Manager function and co-ordinate with the response
providers to create appropriate signals. In principle, relatively simple control signals will
be communicated from the controller, such as:




Discrete response trigger (e.g. breaker opening, wind farm rapid short-term
response)
Block/unblock local response (e.g. input to CCGT control system to enable RoCoF
response)
Setpoint change (e.g. power order to storage or HVDC, CCGT governor setpoint)

The method of transferring signals will be agreed between partners.
The applications will allow for additional tuning of the control algorithms when they
become operational. This stage will allow the control scheme to be fine-tuned for use
with the real measurements to allow for any discrepancies between the archival data and
measurements obtained from the deployed system.
The goal of the project is to provide experience and knowledge to implement this system
as Business-as-Usual (BaU). It will inform the specifications in all aspects of the technical
requirements. The experience from the demonstration will be valuable in creating a BaU
approach, while the knowledge will be disseminated through the appropriate sources to
allow this system to be rolled-out for future BaU operation.
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